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Dr. Edmund A. Jones
Professor Emeritus of Ouerbein
A loyal soldier of his country, 
A faithful servant of his state, 
A true friend of his students.
The 1925 Sibyl
is dedicated with deepest regard 
and esteem.
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FACULTY
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!
Dr. Walter G. Ci.ippincer, A.B., D.D.
President of the College
He is a man gifted as an executive, a man of wide perspective and quick dis­
crimination in principle and policy, whose efforts in behalf of Otterbein have 
een tireless and triumphant. Absolute and concise in speech and manner, 
with a mind equally apt in keen penetration and calm deliberation, and a 
spirit always generous and lofty, he has made happy his fourteen years’ 
association with Otterbein.
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Dean Noah E. Cornetet, Litt.D.
Dean of Men; Professor of Greek Language 
and Literature.
A. B. Otterbein, 1892.
A. M. Otterbein, 1903.
Idlt.D. Otterbein. 1921.
Memberships:
Central Ohio Schoolmasters’ Club. 
The Classical Association of the 
Middle West and South.
Council of the Ohio Classical Confer­
ence.
Author: “Prayer, a Means of Spirit­
ual Growth.”
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Thomas J. Sanders, Ph.D., LL.D.
Ilulitt Professor of Pliilosophy.
A.B., Ottcrbcin, 1878.
M.A., Otterbein, 1881.
Ph.D., Wooster, 1888.
LL.D., Otterbein, 1912.
Mkmberships:
Central Ohio Schoolmasters’ Club.
George Scott, Ph.D., LL.D.
Flickinger Professor of Latin Language and 
Literature.
M.A. Alfred U., 1877.
Litt.D. Alfred U., 1888.
Ph.D. Yale, 1890 .
LL.D. Alfred U., 1906.
Memberships:
National Institute of F.fHciency.
National Classical Association.
Classical Association of the South and 
Middle West.
American Oriental Society.
Archaeological Institute of America. 
Author: “The Preposition in Horace.”
Charles Snavely, Ph.D.
Professor of History.
Otterbein, 1897.
Ph.D., Johns Hopkins, 1902.
Memberships:
American Historical Association. 
American Economic Association. 
American Political Science Association. 
Ohio Social Science Association.
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Alma Guitner, M.A.
Hively Professor of German Language and 
Literature.
A.B., Otterbein, 1897.
M.A.. Otterbein, 1904.
M.A., Columbia, 1911.
Memberships:
Modern Language Association of America. 
Association of Modern Language Teachers 
of the Central West and South.
Sarah M. Sherrick, Ph.D.
Professor of English Literature.
Ph.B., Otterbein, 1889.
Ph.D., Yale, 1897.
MEMUliRSHIPS:
Modern Language Association of 
America.
Alzo Pierre Rosselot, M.A.
Professor of Romance f.anguagcs and Litera­
ture.
A.B., Otterbein, 1905.
M.A., Wisconsin, 1908.
Studied in the University of Paris, 1910-11. 
Ohio State University, 1914, 1922.
Memberships:
Modern Language Association of 
America.
Federation of Modern Language Teachers. 
American Association of Teachers of 
Spanish.
National Education Association.
Secretary of the Ohio College Association.
Cary 0. Altman, M.A.
Professor of Rlioloric and Composition,
A.B., Ollcrbein, 1905.
M.A., Ohio State University, 1912.
Memberships;
Central Ohio Schoolmasters’ Club,
Jesse S. Engle, M.A.
Professor of Bible.
B.D., Bonebrake Theological Seminary, 
1917.
M.A., University of Chicago, 1922. 
Memberships:
'J’he National Association of Bible In­
structors.
Edward W. E. Schear, M.A.
Professor of Biology and Geology.
A.B., Otterbein, 1907.
M.A., Columbia, 1915-
Memberships:
American Microscopical Society. 
American Society of Mamalogists. 
American Ornithologists’ Union.
Ohio Academy of Science.
National Education Association. 
American Forestry Association. 
American Nature Association.
National Society of Audubon Societies.
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James H. McCloy, M.A.
Merchant Professor of Physics and Astronomy.
H.Sc.j Purdue University.
M.Sc., Ohio State University.
Memberships:
Sigma Xi.
Ohio Academy of Science.
Leon McCarty, A.B.
Professor of Public Speaking.
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan, 1922. 
Memberships:
Delta Sigma Rho.
Pi Kappa Delta.
Louis Augustus Weinland, M.A.
Professor of Chemistry.
B.S.. Otterbein, 1905.
M.A.. Ohio State, 1910.
Memberships:
The American Chemical Society.
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Nellie Lowe Noble, Ph.B.
Professor of Home Economics.
Studied at Western College for Women, 
1898-99.
Graduate of Domestic Science, Miami 
University, 1910.
Ph.B. in Home Economics, University of 
Chicago, 1921.
Me.mberships:
National Home Economics Association. 
Ohio Home Economics Association.
Benjamin C. Glover, B.S.
Professor of Mathematics.
B.S., Northwestern, 1907.
Post graduate work at University of 
Chicago, and University of Minnesota 
and Ohio State University.
Memberships:
I he Mathematical Association of America. 
The Mathematical Society.
Edwin M. Hursh, M.A.
Professor of Religious Education and Sociology.
A.B., Otterbein.
M.A., University of Chicago.
Memberships:
The American Sociological Society.
The American Political Science Associa­
tion.
Religious Education Association. 
International Council of Religious Educa­
tion.
National Country Life Association.
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Elva a. Lyon, A.B.
Professor of Rhetoric and Composition. ■
A.B., Otterbein, 1915.
Graduate work in the University of 
Chicago and Columbia University.
Memukrships:
Pi Kappa Delta.
Merlin A. Ditmer, A.B.
Coach of Athletics.
Otterbein, 1910.
Coaching Course, 0. S. U., 1913- 
Lake Chautauqua, N. Y., 1915. 
U. of Illinois. 1916.
U. of Michigan, 1922.
Notre Dame, 1923.
Memberships:
National Coaches’ Association.
Royal F. Martin, A.B.
Professor of Physical Education.
B.P.E., Springfield College, 1911.
A.B., Otterbein, 1914.
Memberships:
American Physical Education Association. 
ATember of the National Council of the 
A. P. E. Association.
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Fred A. Hanawalt, M.Sc.
Professor of Zoology.
B.S.. Otterbein 1913.
M.Sc.. Ohio State University, 1921.
Memberships:
The Ohio Academy of Science.
The American Association for the Ad­
vancement of Science.
The National Game Protective Associa­
tion.
The American Society of Mamologists. 
Sigma Xi.
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IByron W. Valentine, M.A.
Professor of Education.
M.A., Colgate University, 1915.
B.D., Hamilton Theological Seminary, 
1906.
Post graduate work at Cornell, 1920-22. 
Mkmberships:
Phi Beta Kappa.
Department of Superintendence of the 
National Educational Association. 
Central Ohio Schoolmasters’ Club.
Ohio Society of College Teachers of 
Education.
Ohio State Teachers’ Association.
Horace W. Troop, A.B.
Professor of Economics and Political Science.
A.B.. Otterbein, 1923.
Studied at O. S. U., ’24, ’25.
Memberships:
Pi Kappa Delta.
.American Economic Association.
Lela M. Taylor, Al.A.
Assistant Dean of Women.
B.Sc. Edu., Ohio State University, 1916. 
M.A., Ohio State, 1923.
Studied at Western Reserve University.
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Glenn Grant Grabill, A.A.G.O.
Director of Conservatory of Music.
Graduate of Otterbein Conservatory, 1900. 
Studied Organ with J. R. Hall, Cleveland. 
Studied at Bush Temple Conservatory, 
Chicago, 1903.
Studied in Leipsig, Germany, 1907-8. 
B.Mus., Otterbein, 1914.
A.A.G.O., 1919.
Memberships;
The National Music Teachers’ Association.
The Ohio College Teachers’ Association.
Organist for Scottish Rite, Aladdin Shrine I-
and Westerville Church. ' .
Arthur Ray Spessard, B.I.
Instructor in Voice.
B.I., Neff College, Philadelphia, 1908. 
Diploma in Music, Lebanon Valley 
College, 1907.
Studied Voice in Philadelphia. New York. 
Springfield, Mass., and London, Eng
5
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Lula M. Baker, B. Mus. 
Instructor in Piano.
A. B., Otterbein, 1896.
B. Mus., Otterbein, 1916.
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Helen Vance, A.A.G.O.
Instructor in Piano.
B. Mus., Ottcrbcin, 1919. 
A.A.G.O., 1920.
Ha/el V. Barngrover, B.iVIus.
Instructor in Violin.
B. Mus., Ottcrbcin, 1924.
A.B.. Ottcrbcin, 1925.
AIabf.i, Crabbs Starkey,
Instructor in School Music, Singing. History, 
and Appreciation.
Diploma in Voice. Ottcrbcin. 1905. 
Diploma in Public School Music, Oberlin,
191.5-
Graduate work in U. of Pittsburgh, 
Cosmopolitan School of Music. Chicago, 
and Oberlin Conservatory.
Mrs. Delphine Dunn.
K
Tirza L. Barnes, B.S.
Librarian of the College.
B.S., Otterbein, 1885. 
Memberships:
The Ohio Library Association.
Director of the School of Art.
Studied in Colorado College, 1904-7. 
(jraduate of Applied Art School. Chicago, 
and Normal Course, Chicago Art 
Institute.
Columbia University, 1918.
Studied in Europe, 1912.
Studied Painting under Daniel Garber 
and Hugh Brcckenridge.
Memberships:
American Federation of Arts.
The Indiana Artists’ Club.
'I'he Columbia Art League, (Ohio).
North Shore Art Association, (Mass).
Anna Dell Lafever, Ph.B. 
Assistant Librarian.
Ph.B., Otterbein, 1892.
34
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R. K. Edler, A.B.
Assistant Coach of Athletics. 
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan, 1919.
James Porter West, M.A.
Treasurer of the College.
A.B., Otterbein, 1897.
M.A , Otterbein, 1904.
Studied at Ohio State and Columbia 
Universities.
S. Edwin Rupp, D.D.
College I’astor.
A.B., Lebanon Valley, 1901.
M.A., l.ebanon Valley, 1908.
D.D., Lebanon Valley, 1915.
Studied at Central Theological Seminary, 
1901-4.
Graduate work at U. of Penna., 1904-6.
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Mrs. Etta Ward Vance, B.S.
Assistant in Home Economics.
B.S. in Home Economics. Ohio State. ’i6.
Mkmbkrships:
Phi Upsilon Omicron.
Calvin R. Breden, B.S.
.Assistant in Chemistry.
B.S., Otterbein, 1924. 
Graduate work at Ohio State,
Mrs. Mabel Dunn Hopkins,
Instructor in Violin.
Graduate of Cincinnati Conservatory of 
.Music.
Work in Chicago Musical College. 
Memberships:
Women’s .Music Club. (Columbus). 
Saturday Music Club.
Delta Omicron.
Concertmeister of Columbus Symphony 
Orchestra.
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Bearss. Cmppincer. Steelk. Camp. Vance 
Ruffini. Dent. Dillinger. Cherry, Wahl, Young 
Saxour. Phillips. Walter, Howard, Kvans.
Student Assistants
Instructor in Geology 
Instructor in Academy
Botany............................
Chemistry...................... .
Physics.....................................
Public Speaking.....................
Home Economics................■...
Art.............................................
Zoology.....................................
Secretaries to the President.
Secretary to the Treasurer.
Wendell Camp 
Veda Bearss 
Mida Steele 
Donald Clippinger 
Abel RufRni 
Franklin Young 
Donald Phillips 
Joy Dillinger 
Donald S. Howard 
Florence Vance 
Virginia Dent 
Helen Cherry 
Elizabeth Saxour 
Christena Wahl 
Verda Evans 
Mabel Walter
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BwcK’s evidence.
O - ChAt'lte.
Pancho Villa.
Tl^e l^ean-
That was a ^oo<j' one,
C o»ne
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STUDENT BODY
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Me Guire. Me Carroll. REeK. Garver 
EscHBAen, Hoover. Gohn 
Me CoNAUoHY. Carroll, jAeoBY, Marsh.
The Men’s Senate
Under the new system of student government inaugurated in 1921 the Men’s 
Senate was instituted to serve as the governing body of all the men in the College, 
Men’s activities such as Scrap Day and the Freshman Regulations are controlled 
by this body.
The four Senior members and three Junior members of the Senate are members 
of the Student Council which is the student legislative body and governing agent 
of all student activities.
Senior Members
F. f'. Me Carroll, President Paul Garver
F. E. Me Guire Dave Reck, resigned
Frank Durr
Junior Members
Carl Eschbach Ruskin Floover
George Gohn
Sophomore Members
Gwynne Me Conaughy John Carroll
Freshman Member 
B. K. Jacoby
Triangle Member
Lawrence Marsh
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Judy, Saxour, Wahl. Oyllr 
Marsh. Widdoes. Smith 
Hayes, Snydkr, Howard, Whiteford.
The Women’s Senate
The Women’s Senate is the legislative body of the women in the 
College and in this body are framed all regulations relative to their 
welfare. Under the jurisdiction of the Women’s Senate are the 
Freshman Regulations, and their enforcement is in the hands of the 
Senate. The Junior and Senior members of the Senate, together with 
the Junior and Senior members of the Men’s Senate comprise the 
Student Council which is the governing body of the students and is 
the unit of student organization on the campus.
Lucile Judy 
Edith Oyler
Ruth Hayes
Elizabeth Marsh
Seniors
Sophomores
Juniors
Margaret Widdoes
Freshman 
Florence Howard
Elizabeth Saxour 
Christena Wahl
Freda Snyder
Lenore Smith
Triangle 
Mary Whiteford
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Griffith. Bearss, Oyler, Cherry, Hall 
WiDDOES. Sanders. Rauch. Rau 
Braley, Nichols, Howard, Hursh. Whiteford.
The Cochran Hall Board
The Cochran Hall Hoard is elected by the women of the College 
to serve as the governing body for the co-eds. All matters that 
pertain to the conduct and rules of the dormitories come under the 
jurisdiction of the Cochran Hall Board. The members are elected 
at large and are representative of the various classes.
President ..... ....... .............
Vice President...... ..... ...........
Head House Proctor............. .
Fire Captain.............................. .
Secretary.....................................
Treasurer..................................
Senior Representative......
Junior Representative........
Sophomore Representative. 
Freshman Representative... 
Street Committee...!.................
Triangle Representative
Edith Oyler 
Helen Cherry 
Irene Hall 
Veda Bearss 
Margaret Widdoes 
Ruth Hursh 
Daisy Criffith 
Alice Sanders 
Ernestine Nichols 
Florence Floward 
Florence Rauch, Chr. 
Ruth Braley 
Helen Rau 
Mary Whiteford
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Seniors
Wood. Rukfini. George. Pottenger.
Senior Class Officers
President... ................. Wilbur Wood
Vice President ................. Abel RufRni
Secretary.
Treasurer.
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Josephine Louise Albert, A.B.
Dayton
“Jo.” Steele High School
Philalethea; Talisman; Chaucer Club; 
Sociology Club.
Hazel G. Baker, A.B.
Beaverdale, Pa.
“Hazel” Beaverdale High School
Philalethea; Arcady; Y. W. C. A Cabinet,
’25; Sibyl Staff. ’24; Greek Prizes. ’22,’23; 
Sociology Club; French Plays, ’24; Volun­
teer Band; Class Valedictorian, ’25.
Hazel Viola Barngrover, A.B., B.Mus.
Hamilton
"Little One” Portsmouth High School
Philalethea; C. E. Cabinet, ’22; Orchestra, 
’22-25; Church Choir, ’22-25; Assistant 
Instructor in Music. ’23-24; Assistant in 
Violin, ’25; Special Concert Grotips,’22-23; 
Cochran Flail Association, ’22.
Veda Elsie Bearss, A.B.
Tampa, Fla.
“Veda” Hillsboro Fligh School
Cleiorhetea; Phoenix; Science Club; French 
Club; T. & C. Staff, ’21; Assistant In­
structor in Academy, ’25; Girls’ Leaders 
Corps, ’23-25; Cochran Flail Association.
45
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Georgk Bechtolt, A.B.
Reedsburg. Wis.
“Becky” Reedsburg High School
Public Speaking Council. ’24; Lakota; Cap 
and Dagger; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Junior Play; 
Intcrclass Soccer and Basketball; Sociology 
Club; Band; Church Choir, ’25.
Floyd C. Beelman, A.B.
Lebanon
“Beeny” Lebanon High School
Varsity “O” Association; Cook House; 
Football, ’23, ’24; Track, ’23, ’24, ’25; Glee 
Club and Banjo Orchestra, ’25.
Florence Benjamin, A.B.
London
“Florence” Fairfield High School
Philalethea; Sociology Club; Lotus.
William Fenton Bennett, B.S.
Westerville
“Bill” Westerville High School
Philomalhea; Glee Club and Banjo Or­
chestra, ’23-25; French Plays, ’23; Intcr­
class Football; Volley Ball.
--.a
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John Kdward Benson, A.B.
Johnstown. Pa.
“Benny” Johnstown High School
Philomathoa; Lakota; Science Club; Hand­
book, ’25; Class 'rrcasurcr, ’22; Interclass 
Soccer.
Roma M. Beucler, A.B.
Mowrystown
“Romeo” Mowrystown High School
Miami University; Philalethea.
Lois Bickel, A.B.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
“Lois” Parkersburg High School
Philalethea; Greenwich; International Rela­
tions Club.
Harold L. Boda, A.B.
Brookville
“Body” Brookville High School
Philomathea; Jonda; Glee Club, ’24-25; 
Intcrclass Soccer.
V >
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Paul L. Brake. A.B.
Westerville
“To Be Supplied” Buckhannon High School, 
W. Va.
Philophronea; Glee Club; Banjo Orchestra; 
Greek Prizes, ’23-24; Church Choir; Gospel 
Team.
Clarence J. Broauhead, A.B., B. Mus.
Jamestown, N. Y.
“Broadie” Jamestown High Schoo^
Philomathea; Country Club; C. E. Pianist, 
’24-25; Y. M. C. A, Cabinet. ’24-25; Junior 
Play; Glee Club and Banjo Orchestra. ’22- 
25; Church Choir. ’22-23; Prcnch Plays.
’24; 'I'rack. ’23-25; Varsity “O” Associa­
tion; Interclass Soccer Captain, ’24.
L'.thel Gertruoe Bruner, A.B.
Arcanum
“Kthel” Arcanum High School
Philalethea; Arcady; Sociology Club; Greek 
Prize, ’23.
Victor Burkett, A.B.
Brookville
“Vic” Brookville High School
Philomathea; Jonda.
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4(jkneva Bushey. A.B.
North Baltimore
“Shccvic” North Baltimore High School
Philalethca; Greenwich; French Club; 
French Plays, ’22; Sociology Club; Girls’ 
headers Corps, ’23-24.
U. Ruth Callahan, A.B.
Philipsburg, Pa.
“Callic” Philipsburg High School
Philalethea; Polygon; French Plays, ’24.
Wendell H. Camp. B.S.
Dayton
“Red” Stivers High School
Philomalhca; Annex; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 
’25; C. E. Cabinet, ’22. ’24-25, President, 
’25; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Science Club; Glee 
Club. ’22; Band Drum Major, ’22; Assistant 
Instructor in Botany, ’23-24; Instructor in 
Geology, ’25; French Plays. ’23; Short Story 
Contest, second prize, ’24; Church Choir, 
’22-25; Assistant Cheer Leader, ’24-25; 
Editor of Quiz and Quill, ’25.
FIoward C. Carpenter. B.S.
Sunbury
“Carp” Orange High School
Philophronea; Annex; Science Club; Band, 
’25; Publication Board, ’24-25; Track 
Manager. ’24; Varsity “O” Association.
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W. Nelson Carpenter, B.S.
Sunbury
“Nooky” Orange High School
Philophronea; Annex; Science Club; Cross 
Country Track Team, ’22-23.
Helen Cherry, B.S.
Bellwood, Pa.
“Cherry” Altoona High School
Philalcthea; Science Club, ’25; Cochran 
Hall Association, Vice President, ’25; 
Assistant Instructor in Bacteriology and 
Physiology, ’25; Girls’ Leaders Corps, ’23- 
25; Interclass Volley Ball.
Donald R. Clippinoer, B.S.
Westerville
“Prexy” Westerville High School
Philomathca; Annex; Football Manager,
’24; Varsity “O” Association; Interclass 
Soccer; Athletic Board, ’24; Student 
Council, ’24; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, ’25;
T. and C. Staff, ’22-23; Sibyl Staff. ’24; 
Assistant Manager Glee Club, ’24; Sociology 
Club; Assistant Instructor in Chemistry, 
’24-25; Publication Board, ’23-25; Hand­
book Manager, ’24.
Twilah B. Coons, A.B.
Westerville
“Katy” Galena High School
Philalethea; Sibyl Staff, ’24; French Plays,
’24.
60
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Leda a. Cummings, A.B.
Findley Lake. N. Y,
“Leda” Findley Lake Fligh School
Cleiorhetea; Phoenix; French Club; French 
Plays, ’24.
Henry L. Davidson, A.B.
Westerville
“Davy” Westerville High School
Glee Club and Banjo Orchestra, ’24-25; 
Orchestra, ’22-23; Band, ’25; President of 
Band; Church Choir. ’23-25; Sociology 
Club.
Virginia Dent, Art Diploma
Clarksburg, W. Va.
“Virginia” Washington Irving High School
Cleiorhetea; Lotus; Assistant in Art Depart­
ment, ’25.
Joy F. Dillinger. B.S.
Hoytvillc
“Choy” Hoytvillc High School
Philomathca; Science Club; President of 
*< Science Club. ’24; Sibyl Staff. ’24; Inter­
class Soccer; Freshman-Sophomore Debate. 
’20; Assistant in Physics, ’24, ’25; Associate 
F.ditor Handbook, ’24.
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HiiATKiCE Donaldson, A.15.
Continental
“Bee” Continental High School
Philalcthca; Arbutus; Sibyl Staff, ’24; 
Sociology Club; Girls’ Leaders Corps, ’25.
4-
Frank Durr, B.S.
Marion
“Kotsy” Harding High School
Annex; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, ’25; Football. 
’23-25; Basketball. ’23-25; Varsity “O” 
Association; Interclass F'ootball and Ifasket- 
ball; Student Council, ’25.
Mamie L. Edgington, A.B.
Warsaw, Ind.
“Alamie” Warsaw High School
Clciorhetea; Phoenix; Y. W, C, A, Cabinet, 
’24-25; French Club.
Sarah Anna Ehrhart, A.B.
Modcitown, N. Y.
“Anne” Niagara Falls High School
Cleiorhetea; French Club; French Plays, 
’22; Greek Prize. ’21; Cochran Hall Associa­
tion, ’21.
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Leona Marie Frakks, A.H.
Galena
“Willie” Galena High SchoO|
Philalethea; French Club; Girls’ Basketball 
’22-24; French Plays, ’24; Girls’ Leaders 
Corps.
Paul Garver, A.B.
Strasburg
“Bot” Strasburg High School
Annex; Student Council. ’25; 'P. and C. 
Staff, ’23-25, I'iditor, ’25; Varsity “O” 
Association; Athletic Board, ’24-25, Presi­
dent, ’25; Baseball, ’23-25, Captain. ’25; 
Football, ’22-24; Intcrclass Football, Base­
ball and Basketball; Vice President Class,
’23, President, ’24; President S. S. Class,
’25; Quiz and Quill Club; Quiz and Quill 
Staff; Athletic Board of Control.
Alice D. George, A.B.
Okeana
“Jo” Okeana High Schooi
Cleiorhetea; Tomo-Dachi; Chaucer Club; 
F'rench Club; French Plays, ’22; C. F. 
Cabinet, ’22; Class Secretary, ’25; Church 
Choir, ’22-24.
Hilda Gibson, A.B.
Westerville
“Gibbie” Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; Onyx; French Club; French 
Plays, ’22; Handbook Editor, ’24; Quiz and 
Quill; Quiz and Quill Staff; S. S. Class, Vice 
President, ’23; Interclass Volley Ball, 
Captain, ’22.
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Vkrne R. Gorsuch, A.B.
I^eshler
“Verne” Deshler High School
IDcfiance College; Cleiorhetea; Sociology 
Club; Volunteer Band.
Daisy M. Griffith, A.B.
Philipsburg, Pa.
“Daisy” Philipsburg High School
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, ’24; Sociology Club; 
Cochran Hall Association, ’25; Polygon.
Irene Hall, A.B.
Weston, W. Va.
“Reenie” Weston High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; French Club; French 
Plays. ’24; Cochran Hall Association, 
Chr. House Council, ’25.
James Louis Haskins, B.S.
Coshocton
“Louie” Coshocton High School
Alps; Sociology Club.
64
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Charles W. Hayman, A.B.
Westerville
“Red” Westerville High Sehool
h'rench Plays, ’24.
Florence Iona Heil, A.B.
Westerville
“Flo” Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; Sociology Club.
Lucii.e M. Judy, A.B.
Germantown
“fudc” Germantown High School
Philalethea; Polygon; Student Council. ’25;
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. ’25; Church Choir, 
’24-25; Interclass Basketball, ’24.
Earl Clifford Kearns, A.B.
Wilkinsburg; Pa.
“Doc” Wilkinsburg High School
Philophronea; Science Club; Interclass 
Basketball and Soccer.
55
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KPliilomathea; Cook House; C. E. Cabinet, 
’22, President. ’23; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 
Vice-President, ’25; Interclass Soccer; 
Volley Ball; Baseball.
Ri;ua B. Knapp. .^.B.
‘Beeb’'
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalcthea; Arcady; Glee Club, ’23; French 
Plays, ’23; S. S. Class President, ’24; Girls’ 
Leaders Corps, ’23; Interclass Volley Ball, 
’22.
Mary Lucile Lambert, B.S.
Westerville
“Lucile” Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; Onyx; Public Speaking Coun­
cil, ’24; Sociology Club; V. W, C. A. 
Cabinet, ’25; Girls’ Leaders Corps; Inter­
class Basketball, Volley Ball.
Forrest E. Lowry, A.B.
Westerville
“Frosty” New Madison High School
Philomathea; Lakota; Science Club.
Ruth Elizabeth Lucas, A.B.
Altoona,
“Colonel” Altoona High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
’23; C. E. Cabinet, ’24; Chaucer Club; 
Student Council, ’24; Athletic Board. ’24; 
Declamation Contest, First Prize. ’23; Glee 
Club, Secretary and Treasurer, ’23; Church 
Choir, ’23; S, S. Class President. ’24.
Aaron G. Luechauer, A.B.
Cleveland
“Luke” West High School
Philophronea; Jonda; Interclass Football, 
Basketball.
Emmet Fred McCarroll. B.S.
Canton
“Mac” McKinley Fligh School
Cook House; Student Council, ’24-25, Presi­
dent, 25; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, ’25; T. and 
C. Staff. ’24; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Varsitv “O” 
Association. President, ’25; Athletic Board. 
’24; Football, ’22-24; Basketball. ’23-25, 
Captain, ’25; Baseball, ’23-25; IntcrclaSs 
Football, Basketball, Baseball; French 
Plays, ’22; Class Treasurer, ’24, President,
’22.
F'loyd Edward .McGuire, A.B.
Crooksville
“Paddy” Crooksville High School
Philophronea; Country Club; Student 
Council, ’25; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, ’24. 
President, ’25; Sibyl. Editor, ’24; Pi Kappa 
Delta. President, ’25; Debate, ’22-25, Cap­
tain, ’23; Freshman-Sophomore Debate, 
’21-22, Captain. ’22; President Ohio State 
Intercollegiate Oratorical Association, ’25; 
Class President,. ’23; Interclass Soccer, 
Volley Ball.
Kathryn McKinney, A.B.
Youngsville, Pa.
“Katy” Young.sville High School
Cleiorhctea; Onyx.
Harold R. Mayberry, A.B.
Bcaverdam
“Mayberry” Columbus Grove High School
Philophronea; Annex; Track Manager, ’25; 
Varsity “O” Association.
Joseph Quentin Mayne, A.B.
Westerville
“Joe” Westerville High School
Philophronea; French Club; French Plays, 
’22-24; Cap and Dagger; Quiz and Quill;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, ’24-25; T. and C. 
Staff, ’24-25; Sibyl. Art Editor, ’24; junior 
Play; Sociology Club; Essay Contest, 
Second Prize, ’23; Short Story Contest, 
Second Prize, ’24; Interclass Soccer.
Franklin W. Melkus, A.B.
Elkhart, Ind.
“Frankie” Elkhart High School
Philophronea; Alps; Varsity “O” Associa­
tion; Football, ’18; Interclass F'ootball.
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Mary Meyer, A.B.
K. ;? <•
Westerville
“Mary” Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; Onyx.
Helen Miller, A.B.
Greenville
“Helen” Greenville High School
Philalethea; Greenwich; International Rela­
tions Club.
Ernestine Mozer, A.B.
Highspire, Pa.
“Kass” Highspire Academy
Philalethea.
Edith Oyler, A.B.
Warsaw, Ind.
“Edith” Warsaw High School
Cleiorhetea; Tomo-Dachi; Student Council, 
’25; T. and C. Staff. ’23, ’25; Women’s 
Senate, ’23; French Club; French Plays, 
’23; Chaucer Club; Public Speaking Coun­
cil, ’23; Junior Play; Cochran Hall Associa­
tion, ’23. President, ’25; S. S. Class Presi­
dent. ’23; Interclass Basketball.
iLi.
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Charlks .Mkrrili, Patrick. A.B.
Westerville
“Pat” Westerville High School
Country Club; Varsity “O” Association; 
Tennis, ’24-25, Captain, ’25; Intcrclass 
Basketball; French Plays, ’24.
Francis Marion Pottenger. Jr., A.B.
Monro ia. Cal.
“Potty” Monrovia High School
Philomathea; Sphinx; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
’25; T. and C. Business Manager, ’24; 
Sibyl, Business Manager, ’24; Glee Club. 
Business Manager, ’25; Class Vice Presi­
dent, ’22, Treasurer, ’25; Science Club.
Irene Powell, A.B.
Cincinnati
“Rcnie” Stivers High School, Dayton
Philalethca; Arcady; Sociology Club; 
Church Choir, ’25.
Dave Reck, B.S.
Greenville
“Dave” Greenville High School
Sphinx; Student Council. ’25; Varsity “O” 
Association; Football, ’22-24, Captain. ’24; 
Assistant Instructor. Chemistry, ’24; Sibyl 
Staff, ’24; French Plays. ’24.
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Norma Richardson, A.B.
Mattoon, III.
“Tilly” Mattoon High School
Philalcthca; Greenwich; French Club; 
French Plays, ’22; Sociology Club; Publica­
tion Board.
Karl F'. Ritter, B.S.
Westerville
“Doc” Westerville High School
Alps.
Ruth Roberts, A.B.
Galveston, Ind.
“Goblctte” Lisbon High School, Iowa
Cleiorhetca; Tomo-Dachi; Quiz and Quill;
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, ’23; C. F. Pianist,
’22; T. and C. Staff. ’23; Sibyl Staff, ’23; 
Glee Club, ’22-23; Greek Prizes. ’21, ’22; 
Qrchestra, ’21. ’25; Church Choir, ’21-25; 
Short Story Contest, Second Prize, ’23, 
F'irst Prize ’25; Class Salutatorian ’25.
Ralph Royer, A.B.
New Paris
“Happy” New Madison High School
Lakota; Basket Ball, Manager, ’25.
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Adkl J. Ruh'Ini, B S.
Canton
“Ruff” McKinley High School
Cook House; Men’s Senate, ’22; T. and C. 
Staff, ’24; Varsity “O” Association; Foot­
ball, ’22-24; Baseball, ’23-25; Track, ’23- 
25, Captain, ’25; Interclass Football, 
Basketball; Science Club; Assistant In­
structor, Chemistry, ’24-25; Class Vice 
President, ’25.
Flizabeth Saxour, A.B.
Chillicothe
“Libby” Chillicothe High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Student Council,
’25; President Women’s Senate, ’25; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, ’25; T. and C. Staff, ’25; 
Sibyl Staff, ’24; Greek Prizes, ’22-23; Fresh­
man-Sophomore Debate, ’23; Cochran Hall 
Association, ’23; S. S. Class, Vice President,
’24; Chaucer Club; Cap and Dagger; 
Assistant in President’s Office, ’23-25.
Martha Rose Schlemmer, B.S.
Harrison
“Martie” Harrison Fligh School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Science Club; 
Church Choir, ’22-25.
Dewey Sheidlur, A.B.
Old F’ort
“Dad” Old P'ort High School
Philomathea.
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..ADYBIRD SiPE, A.B.
Logan
“Birdie” Mount Pleasant High School, Pa.
Philalcthca; Owl; T. and C. Staff. ’24-25; 
Sibyl Staff, ’24; International Relations 
Club.
Kathleen Steele, B. Mus.
Columbus
“Kathleen” Galena High School
Philalethea.
Mida La Verne Steele, B.S.
Creston
“Mida” Sterling High School
Philalcthca; Arcady; Science Club; Decla­
mation Contest, Third Prize, ’23; Assistant 
Instructor, Botany, ’25; Church Choir, ’23,
’25-
Ruth A, Streich, A.B.
Portsmouth
“Ruth” Portsmouth High School
Philalethea,; Greenwich; French Club; 
French Plays, ’22; Sociology Club.
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Mildred Swab, A.B.
Altoona, Pa.
“Middj^” Martin Boehm Academy
Philalcthea; Lotus; International Relations 
Club; Cap and Dagger; Junior Play; 
Women’s Debate, Captain, ’24; Pi Kappa 
Delta; Volunteer Band; Interclass Volley 
Ball; Russell lOratorical Contest, Second 
Prize, ’24.
Dean R. Upson, A.B.
Dayton
“Uppie” Steele High School
Philophronea; Alps; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
’23; C. E. Cabinet, ’23; T. and C. Staff,
’24; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Varsity “O” Associa­
tion; Track, ’23-25; Interclass Football, 
Track, Soccer; Glee Club, ’22-25; Church 
Choir, ’22-25; Band, ’23; Cheer Leader,
’24, ’25.
Florence Vance, B.S.
Greenville
“Coc” Greenville High School
Philalethea; Greenwich; Student Council,
’24; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. ’24, Vice Presi­
dent, ’25; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Women’s Senate, 
’23; Junior Play; Assistant Instructor, 
Home Economics, ’25.
Ralph E. Vernon, A.B.
Westerville
“Ralph” Massillon High School
Philomathca; Class Treasurer, ’23.
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Christena M. Wahl, A.B.
Dayton
“Chris” Steele High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Student Council, ’25;
C. E. Cabinet. ’23-24; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 
’24-25, President, ’25; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Inter- 
! class Basketball; Assistant in President’s
Office, ’22-25.
Pauline Wentz, A.B.
Custar
“Windy” Milton High School
Philalethea; Polygon; Quiz and Quill; 
Quiz and Quill Staff, ’24,-25; T. and C. 
Staff, ’25; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Junior Play.
Annabel Wiley, B.S.
Lloydelle, Pa.
“Anne” Beaverdale High School
Philalethea; Onyx.
Winifred Wimmer, A.B.
Dayton
“Freddie” Puente High School, Cal.
' York College; Philalethea; Talisman;
Church Choir, ’25.
,ir;
t
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Wilbur S. Wood, A.B.
Crooksvillc
“Woody” Crooksvillc High School
Philophronea; Country Cluh; T. and C. 
Business Manager, ’25; Sibyl Staff, ’24;
Pi Kappa Delta; Debate, ’23-25, Capt., 
’24-25; Freshman-Sophomore Debate, ’22,
’23; S. S. Class, V. Pres., ’24.
Russel H. Ward, A.B.
Odon, Ind.
“Pete” Odon High Schoo
Philophronea; Sphinx; Student Council, 
’24; Men’s Senate, ’23; T. and C. Business 
Manager, ’24; Sibyl Staff, ’24; Junior Play; 
Freshman-Sophomore Debate, ’23.
Florence Thompson Williams, Diploma in 
Music
Westerville
“Missus” North High School, Columbus
Clciorhetea.
Agnes Tryon Yohn, A.B.
Mansfield
“Aggie” Mansfield High Schoo
Philalcthea; International Relations Club; 
Greek Prize, ’22, ’23; Sociology Club.
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Maurice W. Hori.acher, B.S.
Dayton, Ohio
“Dip” Martin Boehm Academy
Philomathea; Lakota; Science Club; Presi­
dent of Triangles, ’21; Martin Boehm 
Academy Baseball and Basketball, ’20-21.
Phyllis Marie Kirkpatrick, B.S.
Westerville
“Phil” Cherry Fork High School
Philalcthea; Sociology Club.
Mary Geraldine Noel, B.S.
Canton
“Gerry” McKinley High School
Philalcthea; Talisman; French Club, ’22- 
23; Science Club.
Paul J. Strouse, B.S.
Bucyrus
“P.J.” Mount Zion High School
Philophronea; Volunteer Band.
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Juniors
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]''.sciiBAcii. Arnold. Cavins. Davis.
Junior Class Officers
President.................................................................. Carl Eschbach
Vice President....................................................... Dwight Arnold
Treasurer ............................................................. Robert Cavins
Secretary................................................................ Ruth Davis
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Dwight Arnold
Arcanum
“Skinner” Arcanum High School
Philomathea; Jonda; Pi Kappa Delta; 
Varsity Debate, ’22-23; Freshman-Sopho­
more Debate. ’22-23; Freshman Greek 
Prize, (Second Place); Vice President 
Junior Class. ’24-25; Gospel 'Icam, ’22-23; 
Sibyl, Bus. Manager, ’25.
Clyde M. Barnhard
Westerville
“Tort” Westerville High School
Philomathea; Alps.
Mabel Bordner
Canton
McKinley High School 
Philalcthca; Greenwich.
Emerson D. Bragg
Dayton
Stivers High School
Philomathea; Lakota; International Rela­
tions Club; Soccer, ’23-24; Glee Club. ’25; 
Sociology Club; Choir; Gospel Team.
Ruth Braley
Wellston
Wellston High School
Cleiorhetea; Tomo-Dachi; Social Chairman 
Y. W. C. A.,’24-25; Social Chairman Junior 
Class, ’24-25; Choir, ’23-24-25; Vice-Presi­
dent S. S. Class, ’24-25; Publication Board, 
’24-25.
Martha Agnes Buchert
Westerville
Westerville High School , 
Cleiorhetea; Owls; Sibyl Artist, ’24-25.
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Eschbach. Arnold. Cavins, Davis.
Junior Class Officers
President—................................................... ............. Carl Eschbach
Vice President......................................... '........Dwiglit Arnold
Treasurer ........................................................ Robert Cavins
Secretary........... ................................................ Ruth Davis
Dwight Arnold
Arcanum
“Skinner” Arcanum High School
Philomathea; Jonda; Pi Kappa Delta; 
Varsity Debate, ’22-23; Freshman-Sopho­
more Debate, ’22-23; Freshman Greek 
Prize, (Second Place); Vice President 
Junior Class. ’24-25; Gospel Team, ’22-23; 
Sibyl, Bus. Manager. ’25.
Clyde M. Barnhard
Westerville
“Tort” Westerville High School
Philomathea; Alps.
Mabel Bordner
Canton
McKinley High School 
Philalethea; Greenwich.
Emerson D. Bragg
Dayton
Stivers High School
Philomathea; Dakota; International Rela­
tions Club; Soccer, ’23-24; Glee Club, ’25; 
Sociology Club; Choir; Gospel Team.
Ruth Braley
Wellston
Wcllston High School
Cleiorhetea; Tomo-Dachi; Social Chairman 
Y. W. C. A.,’24-25; Social Chairman Junior 
Class, ’24-25; Choir, ’23-24-25; Vice-Presi­
dent S. S. Class, ’24-25; Publication Board, 
’24-25.
Martha Agnes Buchert
Westerville
Westerville High School 
Cleiorhetea; Owls; Sibyl Artist, ’24-25.
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Florence Campbell
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalcthea.
Walter Corwin Carpenter
Sunbury
“Carp” Sunbury High School
Annex.
Robert H. Cavins
Chillicothe
“Bob” Chillicothe High School
Philophronca; Country Club; Contributing 
Editor T. and C., ’24-25; Associate Editor 
Sibyl. ’24-25; Treasurer Junior Class, ’24- 
25; Business Manager, Quiz and Quill 
Magazine, ’25; Quiz and Quill.
Katherine Darst
Valparaiso, Ind.
“Katy” Valparaiso High School
Philalethea.
Ruth Evangeline Davis
Greensburg, Pa. 
Greensburg High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Assistant Advertis­
ing Manager, Sibyl, ’25; Freshman Repre­
sentative Cochran Hall Association, ’23; 
Secretary, Junior Class, ’24-25.
Charles E. Cusic
!
Marion O. Drury
Ponce, Porto Rico
“Drury” Cedar Rapids High School
Country Club; Track Squad, ’24-25; Sibyl 
Photographer, ’25.
George H. Eastman
Union City, Ind.
Union City High School
Philophronca; Jonda.
Carl P. Esciibach
Tyrone, Pa.
“C.B.” Tyrone High School
Lakota; Student Council, ’24-25; Chairman 
World Fellowship Y. M. C. A., ’24-25; 
'Preasurcr. Sibyl, ’25; Volley Ball, ’23-24; 
Soccer, ’24; Glee Club, ’23-24-25; Greek 
Prize, ’23-24; President Junior Class, ’24- 
25; Choir, ’22-23-24-25.
Kenneth Falstick
' Johnstown, Pa.
“Shorty” Dale High School
Philophronca; Interclass Track, ’23; Inter­
class Basketball ’23; Interclass Soccer, ’22- 
24; Cross Country Run, ’22; Gospel Team.
Wanoa Gallagher
Mt. Gilead
“Wannie” Mt. Gilead High School
Clciorhetca; Owls; Cap and Dagger Club; 
French Club, ’23-24; Junior Class Play, 
’25; Sibyl Staff, ’25.
George R. Gohn
Dayton
Stivers High School
Philomathea; Lakota; Student Council, ’24- 
25; Business Manager Sibyl, ’25; Assistant 
Football Manager, ’22-23-24; Freshman- 
Sophomore Debate, ’23.
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Boyd Rife
Westerville
“Boy” Westerville High School
Philomathea.
Ethel Harris
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalethea; French Plays. ’23, ’24; Girls’ 
Leaders Corps.
Frances Harris
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalethea; French Plays, ’23, ’24.
Joseph B. Henry
Germantown
“Joe” Germantown High School
Philomathea; Country Club; Pi Kappa 
Delta; Vice-Pres. C. E., ’25; Y. M. C. A. 
Cabinet, ’24-25; Faculty Editor Sibyl, '25; 
Men’s Senate, ’24; Soccer, ’22, ’23, ’24; 
Varsity Debate, ’24; Soph. Debate, ’23; 
Third Place Oratorical Contest, ’23; ist 
Greek Prize, ’24; Sociology Club, ’25; 
Publication Board, ’25.
Harold H. Hetzler
New Madison
New Madison High Schoo
Philophronea; French Club, ’23, ’25;
French Plays, ’24..
Earl Hoover
Dayton
Steele High School
Philomathea; Cook House; Pi Kappa 
Delta; Senior Editor Sibyl, ’25; Men’s 
Senate, ’23; Soph. Soccer Team, ’24; 
Varsity Debate, ’22-’25; Captain Debate. 
Team, ’24; Fresh.-Soph. Debate, ’23; 
Captain, ’24; 2nd Prize Russell Oratorical 
Contest, ’23, ’24; Ist Place State Peace 
Oratorical Contest, ’24; French Plays; 
Pres. Soph. Class; Russell Oratorical 
Contest, ’25.
m
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John R. Hoover 
“Rus”
Dayton
Steele High School
Cook House; Chaucer Club; International 
Relations Club, ’25; Student Council, ’24; 
Advertising Manager, of Sibyl, ’25; Sociol­
ogy Club; Class Treasurer, ’23.
Murl C. Houseman
Findlay
Findlay High School
Philophronea; Y. M. C. A. Treasurer, ’24- 
25; Assistant Advertising Manager Sibyl, 
’25; Interclass Football and Basketball, ’23- 
24.
Donald S. Howard
Dayton
“Don” Stivers High School
Philophronea; Country Club; Pi Kappa 
Delta; Athletic Board, ’23-24; Quiz and 
Quill; Editor Sibyl, ’25; T. and C., ’23- 
24; Assistant Editor T. and C., ’24-25; 
Men’s Senate, ’23-24; Freshman and 
Sophomore Football, ’22-23; Captain Var­
sity Debate, ’24-25; Debate Team, ’23-25; 
Freshman-Sophomore Debate, ’23; Greek 
Prize, ’24; Sociology Club; Orchestra; 
Band; Assistant Public Speaking In­
structor, ’23-24-25; French Plays, ’22; 
Business Manager, Quiz and Quill. ’24; 
Secretary Intercollegiate Debate Confer­
ence, ’23-24.
Mary Hummell
Findlay
Findlay High School
Philalethea; Greenwich; Girls’ Leaders 
Corps; Junior Class Play, ’25.
Wilma U. Ingalsby 
“Buzz”
Bradford, Pa.
Bradford High School
Philalethea.
Pauline Elizabeth Knepp 
Marion
“Polly” Waite High School, Toledo
Philalethea; Talisman; Chaucer Club, ’24- 
25; Special Feature Editor, Sibyl, ’25; 
Girls’ Glee Club, ’22-23; Choir, ’23-24-25; 
Junior Class Play, ’25; French Club.
_ ... ......................
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Clinton Lash
Tiro
“Clint” Tiro High School
Lakota; International Relations Club; 
Intcrclass Soccer.
Edith Pauline Lynn 
“Polly”
Westerville
Westerville High School
Adda Lyon '
North Baltimore 
North Baltimore High School
Philalethea; Greenwich; International Rela­
tions Club, ’24, ’25; Orchestra, ’23, ’24.
Jeanette Magill
Westerville
“Jennie” Westerville High School
Philalethea.
Elizabeth Marsh
Coshocton
“Betty” Barberton High School
Philalethea; Talisman; Student Council,
’25; Treasurer T. & C., ’25, Ass’t Circula­
tion Mgr., ’25; Girl’s Glee Club, ’22, ’23; 
Choir, ’22, ’23. ’24.
Albert C. May
Fremont
“Major” Bucyrus High School
Philomathea; Cook House; Glee Club, ’24- 
25; Band. ’23-24; Publicity Manager 
Y. M. C. A., ’25.
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Roy Donald Miller
Westerville
Germantown High School
Philomathea; Country Club; Chaucer Club; 
President C. E., Section B.; Football, 
’24; Varsity Debate, ’24, ’25; I'rcshman- 
Sophomore Debate, ’23; Greek Prize, ’23-24.
Willard Morris
Westerville
Bartlett High School
Philomathea; Jonda; President C. E., Section 
B., ’23-24; Soccer.
Ruth Una Moss
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalethea.
William C. Meyers
Canton
“Bill” McKinley High School
Philomathea; Jonda; Science Club; Assist­
ant Business Manager T and C, ’25.
Margaret Norris
Westerville
Westerville High School 
Cleiorhetea; Onyx Club; Stenog. Sibyl, ’25.
Helen Elizabeth Palmer
Westerville
Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; Onyx; Athletic Board, ’24-25; 
Basketball, ’22-23-24; Girls’ Leaders Corps;
3rd Prize Quiz and Quill, ’23; Sibvl Staff,
’25-
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Sylvia Venettl Peden
Johnstown, Pa.
“Sylvie” Westmont Upper Yoder High School
Philalethea; Talisman; Science Club; 
Basketball, ’22-23; Prize Declamation 
Contest, ’22-23; Class Secretary, ’22-23; 
Cochran Hall Executive Board, ’24-25; 
Girls’ Leaders Corps; Chr. May Morning 
Breakfast Comm. ’25.
Don Phillips
Portsmouth
“Buck” Portsmouth High School
Alps; Intcrclass Track and Volley Ball; 
Assistant Instructor Chemistry, ’25; Junior 
Class Play, ’25.
Harold Rennison Pifer
Cleveland
“Sparky” E. Tech. High School
Philomathca; Interclass Soccer, ’22-24; 
Sociology Club.
Andrew R. Porosky
“Swede”
Akron
Central High School
Cook House; Varsity “O”; Varsity Foot­
ball, Basketball, Track, ’23-24-25; Inter­
class Football, Basketball, ’22-23.
Mary Viola Priest
“Vi”
Westerville
Westerville High School
Cleiorhetea; International Relations Club; 
Choir, ’23-24-25.
Adda Pritner
Johnstown, Pa.
“Addie” Johnstown High School
Philalethea; Lotus; Church Choir, ’22-24.
Helen Virginia Rau
Grafton, W. Va. 
Grafton High School
Cleiorhetea; Onyx.
Florence Lucile Rauch
Canton
“Johnny” McKinley High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; French Club, ’24; 
Stenographer Sibyl, ’25; Choir, ’22-24-25.
Arthur Louis Renner
Canton
"Art” McKinley High School
Cook House; Varsity “0”; Athletic Board, 
’24-25; Varsity Football, ’23-24; Base­
ball, ’24; Glee Club, ’24-25.
Nathan Hale Richter
Canton
"Bozo” McKinley High School
Cook House; Varsity “O”; Intercollegiate 
Football, ’23-24. Captain Elect ’25; Inter­
collegiate Track, ’23-24; Interclass Track 
and Basketball, ’22-23; Glee Club, ’23-24-25.
Alice Gertrude Sanders
Arlington, N. J. 
Caldwell High School
Philalethea; Talisman; Chaucer Club; 
Assistant Editor Sibyl, ’25; Women’s 
Senate, ’24; Volley Ball Intcrclass, ’24; ist 
Prize Quiz and Quill, ’24; Girls’ Leaders 
Corps; Junior Class Play, ’25.
Ray N. Shafeer
Philippi, W. Va. 
Broaddus Academy
Lenore I. Smith
Red Lion, Pa.
“Schmidtty” Red Lion High School
Philalethea; Arbutus; Chaucer Club; 
French Club; Student Council, ’24-25; “Y” 
Chorister and Under Graduate Representa­
tive, ’24-25; Exchange Editor, ’24-25. Tand 
C; Activity Editor Sibyl, '25; Sociology 
Club; Choir, ’23-24-25; Class Secretary, ’24.
Marion Snavely
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philalethea; Owls; Athletic Board, ’24; 
International Relations Club; Treasurer 
Y. W. C. A., ’23; Financial Chairman 
Y. W. C. A., ’24; Assistant Subscription 
Manager Sibyl, ’25; Interclass Basketball, 
’23-24; Girls’ Leaders Corps.
Roy W. Spangler
Middletown. Pa.
“Helium” Lebanon Valley Academy
Gospel Team.
Carl E. Stair
Barberton
Barberton High School
Philophronea; Cook House; Assistant Busi­
ness Manager Sibyl, ’25; Interclass Volley 
Ball and Basketball; Junior Class Play,’25; 
Basketball, ’25.
Clarabelle Steele
Westerville
“Red” Circleville High School
Phoenix; Sociology Club.
Herbert A. Stoughton
Westerville
“Doc” Westerville High School
Philophronea; Cook House; Varsity “O”; 
Track, ’24-25; Interclass Track, ’23; Band, 
’23-24; Class President, ’23.
i- i'.'l w
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Ethel Wright Wilburg
Westerville
“Willie” Frazeysburg High School
Cleiorhetea; Arcady.
Florence Edna Sudlow
New Plymouth 
North High, Columbus
Philalethea.
Esther Sullivan
Dukcy Center, Pa.
“Sully” Bradford, Pa., High School
Philalethea; Arcady; French Club; 
Sociology Club; Greek Prize, ’22-23; French 
Plays, ’23-24.
Ralph Tinsley
“Tin”
Dayton
Steele High School
Philomathca; Dakota; French Club; Inter- 
class Soccer, Volley Ball and Basketball; 
Volunteer Band; Gospel Team.
Helen Webster
Canton
McKinley High School
Philalethea; Lotus.
Carroll Widdoes
Baguio, P. I.
“Widder” Otterbein Home High School
Country Club; Basketball, ’24-25, Captain 
* Elect, ’26; Varsity “O” Association; Track, 
’24-25; Football, ’24.
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Margaret Widdoes
Baguio, P. I.
“Shorty” Otterbein Home High School
Cleiorhetea; Tomo Dachi; Athletic Board, 
’zv, French Club. ’23, ’24; Student Council, 
’24-25; Y. W. C. A. Publicity Chr., ’25; 
Ass’t Circulation Manager T. & C., ^^3" 
24-25; Circulation Manager Sibyl, 25; 
Interclass Basketball and Volley Ball, 
’22-23; Greek Prize, ’23; Orchestra, ’22- 
23; Cochran Hall Representative, ’23-25; 
Sec. Cochran Hall Ass’n; Choir, ’25; Girls 
Leaders Corps.
Nels Albin Wilburg
Westerville
“Willie” Martin Boehm Academy
Philomathea; Greek Prize, ’20, ’21, 23;
Gospel Team; Associate Pastor of College 
Church.
Zane Allan Wilson 
“Bebe”
Philophronea; Cap 
Class Play, ’25.
Westerville
Westerville High School 
and Dagger; Junior
Vera Wright 
“Missus”
Lehmansville, W. Va. 
Dayton, Va., High School
Cleiorhetea; Phoenix; Orchestra; Church 
Choir, ’22-25.
Zora Elizabeth Youmans
Westerville
“Babe” Westerville High School
Philalcthea; French Plays, ’23-24.
Franklin N. Young
Canton
“Youngie” jMcKinley High School
Cook House; Athletic Editor, Sibyl, ’25; 
Interclass Volley and Basketball; Ass’t in 
Chemistry, ’25; Class Vice-Pres., ’23.
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Dorsey J. Cole
Grafton, W. Va. 
Grafton High School“King”
Philomathea; Jonda.
Lewis Keck 
“Louie”
Westerville
Westerville High School
Philomathea; Alps; Otterbcin Representa­
tive Olympic wrestling tryout.
Emily Mullin
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
’’Skeeter” Mt. Pleasant High School
Philalethea; Owls.
Leona Reese 
’’Leoner”
Westerville
Westerville High School
Clifford R. Wertz
Bascom
“Skippeo” Tiffin High School
Philophronea; Annex.
Lester Cox
Westerville
“Coxie” Westerville High School
Philophronea; Alps; p’rench Plays, ’23, ’24.
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Sophomores
ScHEAR, Hammon, Mills, Lambert.
Sophomore Class Officers
President................................................................Marcus Schear
Vice President.
Secretary...........
Treasurer..........
Edward Hammon 
Mary Mills 
Charles Lambert
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O. Adams, R. Allison, M. Ai.spach. A. Bauer, H. Bauer, M. Blott 
E. Boyer, M. Bennett, D. Buell, W. Byers, J. Carroll, F. Cooper, R. Copeland 
G. Cornetet, P. Daugherty, M. Eubanks, N. Euverard, A. Evans, F. Fanning 
D. Felton, C. Ferguson, P. Fletcher, E. Frost, N. Glover, J. Gordon, M. Greenawald 
E. Hammon, D. FIarrold, E. Hatton, W. Harsiia, R. Hayes, K. Heil,
F. Bechtolt, T. Hook, N. Howe, R. Hursh, V. James, I. Jones, C. Keller 
H. Kern, IC Kizer, G. Knapp, K. Lai, C. Laporte, P. Laukhuff 
J. Lehman, L. Leiter, R. Lohr, M. Long, M. Me Cabe, G. Me Conaughy, W. Me Knight.
W. Martin, R. Mattoon. M. Mickey, L. Miller. K. Millet, ,M. Mills 
E. Moore, E. Moore. R. Musselman, P. Newell, E. Nichols, M. Nichols. B. Norris 
C. Owen, J. Phillips. E. Reese, G. Rinehart. R. Scanlon. M. Schear 
E. Schmitt, R. Schwartzkoff, T. Seaman, E. Shaffer, T. Sham, R. Shipley. M. Smith 
R. Snavely, E. Snyder. La Vonne Steele, K. Steinmetz. L. Stoner, F. Syler 
S. Thomas, B. Tish. E. Trost, K. Van Curen, N. Wallace, L. Whetstone. E. White 
J. Whitney, H. Widdoes. G. Wilcox, H. Williams, E. Williamson, B. Wilson 
R. Williams, D. Worm, W. Blauser. D. Cowan, E. Ehlers. G. Griggs, E. Plummer
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»Freshmen
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fL. Norris, M. Eubanks. K. Crooks.
Freshman Class Officers
President..........................................................................Louis Norris
Vice President..............................................................Kent Crooks
Secretary and Treasurer..................... ................Margaret Eubanks
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]j. Armentrout, M. Bauhit, C. Baker. M. Banner, I'. Bausman, /^Barnes 
C. Bielstein, a. Bi.ume, D. Borror, E. Boyer, D. Buell, M. Bush, D. Beucler 
L. Cooksey, K. Crooks, B. Darnell, L. Drexel, .|. Drury R. I'.merick 
M. Eubanks, D. Endsley, V. Evans, D. Euverard, M. Fensler, M. Imsher, L. 1'oor 
J. Fox, H. Gibson, M. Grow, Z. Hachet, H. Hancock, 11. Hankinson, D. Harsh 
M. Henry, F. Hinds, I'. Howard, E. Howe, H. Irwin, B. Jacoby 
A. Jones, H. Kalbaugh, E. Kepler, L. Knapp R. Knight, K. Kumi.er, W. Landis 
H. Locke, C. Long, L. Ludwig, McElwee, V. McG er, M. McKenzie, H. .May, O. Meyer
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K. Minnich, If. Minnich, G. Mitchell, G. Mitchell, P. Morton, M. Nafsgar 
L. Norris, M. Osborne, W. Parcher, V. Peden, M. Plowman, A. Pottenger, A. Propst 
L. Raver, IC. Reigi.e, A. Rhodes, O. Rice, D. Neee, H. Ripple 
L. Roberts, G, Rohrer, R. Miller, R. Shaffer, M. Shawen, E. Siddall, A. Jones 
F. Slade, H. Slawita, G. Snyder, F. Snyder, D. Sower, L. Stockdale, L. St. John 
R. Trevarrow, F. Troxel, D. Van Doren, C. Wales, F',. Ward, H. Ward 
R. Webber, M.W FINLAND, R. Weitkamp, D. Wetherill, F. White, W. Williams, M. Wilson 
Wingate, L. Yochum, C. Zettle, C. Zimmerman, H. Cover, F’. Kennedy, L. Knapp, N. Trisler
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M. Boi.ander. ir. Brown, M. Bennett, L. Bingham 
N. Boyer. A. Grub, S. Harris, C. Johnson 
L. Knapp, B. Jacoby. H. Locke. L. Marsh, A. Morris 
R. Rice. F. Rozelle. L. Smith. I. Thornton 
G. Studebaker. R. Hitt. S. Colon, B. Tish.
Triangles
The Triangles are those students who are enrolled in the school of Music 
or Art, or in Martin Boehm Academy.
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ORGANIZATIONS
“/'or whom the Muses smile upon,
And touch with soft persuasion,
His words like a storm-wind can bring 
Terror and beauy on their wing.”
Emerson
‘^He is an eloquent man who can treat humble subjects with 
delicacy, lofty things impressively, and moderate things temperately.”
Cicero
Literary
V. Bearss, V. LeMasters. E. Moore. M. Widdoes. E. Oyler. K. Mo Kinney 
R, Brai.ey. M. Blott. L. Bingham. M. y\LSPACH. L. Lambert. A. Fhirhart. R. Roberts 
L. Cummings. M. Edgington. M. Eubanks. A. George, N. Glover, V. Gorsuch 
O, Hough, L. Leiter, C. Owen, V. Priest, H. Palmer, H. Rau, E.. Shaffer 
A. Buchert, R. Hursh, M. Walter, N. Wallace. E. Trost. 1. Thornton 
R. Emerick. G. Cornetet. B. Darnell, M. Eubanks, D. Wetherill, A. Blume, V. Dent 
M. Norris, F. Williams. R. Rice, E. Snyder. iM. Wilson. D. Cowan 
S. Thomas. .VI. A'Iickey, C. Steele, R. Copeland, E. Snyder. E. Plummer. F. Fanning 
E, White, D. Wurm. M. Long. M. Weinland, W. Gallagher, .VL Bush.
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Cleiorhetea
When, in 1871, the roll of the Philalethean Literary Society became so large 
that effective literary and parliamentary training became an impossibility, eleven 
members withdrew to organize the Cleiorhetean Literary Society. This organiza­
tion has lived and grown to perpetuate the high purpose of the societies in giving 
its members the best available training to fill places in society in the world later. 
Experience in delivering papers, literary and practical, the rendering of musical 
selections, and drill in parliamentary procedure are all emphasized because of their 
practical value in later life.
Martha Alspach 
Veda Bearss 
Lois Bingham 
Marguerite Blott 
Alice Blume 
Ruth Braley 
Agnes Buchert 
Mary Bush 
Rosalie Copeland 
Grace Cornetet 
Helen Cover 
Dorothy Cowan 
Leda Cummings 
Bonalyn Darnell 
Virginia Dent 
Mamie Edgington 
Anna Ehrhart 
Margaret Eubanks 
Frances Fanning
Active Members
Wanda Gallagher 
Mabel Eubanks 
Ruby Emerick 
Alice George 
Nelle Glover 
Verne Gorsuch 
Bertha Harris 
Ruth Hursh 
Lucile Lambert 
Olga Hough 
Lucile Leiter 
Mary Long 
Virginia Le Master 
Mae Mickey 
Esther Moore 
Margaret Norris 
Charlotte Owen 
Edith Oyler 
Helen Palmer
Betty Plummer 
Viola Priest 
Helen Rau 
Ruth Rice 
Ruth Roberts 
Edith Shafer 
Freda Snyder 
Thelma Snyder 
Iva Thornton 
Elizabeth Trost 
Dorothy Wadsworth 
Nellie Wallace 
Margaret Weinland 
Betty White 
Margaret Widdoes 
Florence Williams 
Mildred Wilson 
Dorothy Wurm 
Doris Wetherill
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i
M. Me. Cmik. M. Mills. V. Iwans. K. Kkplek. M. Bahhit. |. Whitney. A. Lyon, .M. Snavei.y 
H. Baker. C. Wahl. G. Bushev. L. Sipe. B, Donaldson. L. Smith. R. Davis 
J. Alhert a. Wiley. P. Wentz. T. Coons. L. Judy, .M. Schlemmer 
W. Wimmer. M. Steele, R. Streich. F. Vance. R, Beucler. E. Bruner. H. Cherry 
L. Steele, E. Saxour. R. Lucas, C. Darst. G. Knapp, D. Griffith 
M. SwAii, F. Campbell, F. Cooper. R. Hayes, ']’. Hook. F. Howard. P. Knepp 
R. Mussulman, A. Pritner. S. Peden. R. Moss, F',. Marsh, FL Kizer 
a. Sanders, R, Scanlon. L. Stoner, C. Steinmetz, G. Snyder. F'. Sudlow, E. Sullivan 
J. Magill, I. Hall. H. Webster, FI. Barngrover, K. Williamson. V. Peden, M. Noel. M. McKenzie
!■
Philalethea
Since 1852 Philalethea has been the contributor to one of the most vital 
phases of development to the women of Otterbein. In the literary training that 
receives the emphasis by the literary societies Philalethea has held a high place. 
In fact the work of the literary societies on the Otterbein campus has won literary 
renown for the College all over the state.
Active Members
Josephine Albert Kathryn Darst Marjorie Nichols
Hazel Baker Ruth Davis Ernestine Nichols
Geneva Bushey Ruth Hayes Sylvia Peden
Ethel Bruner Thelma Hook Viola Peden
Helen Cherry Florence Howard Florence Rauch
Beatrice Donaldson Wilma Ingalsby Alice Sanders
Daisy Griffith Verda Evans Rebecca Scanlon
Irene Hall Florence Campbell Lenore Smith
Reba Knapp Marcella Henry Marion Snavely
Ruth Lucas Pauline Knepp Louise Stoner
Elizabeth Saxour Enid Kizer Kathryn Steinmetz
Martha Schlemmer Adda Lyon Gladys Snyder
Ladybird Sipe Mary McCabe Florence Sudlow
Mida Steele Jeanette Magill Esther Sullivan
Florence Vance Elizabeth Marsh Helen Webster
Christena Wahl Mary Mills Judith Whitney
Pauline Wentz Ruth Moss Esther Williamson
Mary Noel Emily Mullin Gertrude Wilcox
Agnes Yohn Mary McKenzie Zora Youmans
Elsie Crane Ruth Musselman
i
•V
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Me CoNAUGHY. Mitchell, Mayne, Me Guire 
Mayberry, Brown, Carpenter, N. Carpenter. Cusic 
Hammon, Eastman, Laukhuff, Euvf.rard 
Lour, Howard, Lehman, Leuchauer, Keller 
Williams, Houseman, Schwartzkoff, Stair 
Stoughton, Wood, Upson, Strouse, W. Carpenter.
BSW -
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Philophronea
Philophronea, founded in 1857) been one of the most beneficial factors in 
Otterbein for the training of successful men in life. Innumerable alumni of the 
Society return to bear witness to the value of the training received in Otterbein s 
excellently equipped society halls and through the rigid program of orations, 
debates, musical sessions and parliamentary drills. Formerly each Society main­
tained its own newspaper, but these have been merged in the Tan and Cardinal.
A. 0. Barnes 
H. R. Brown
H. C. Carpenter 
W. N. Carpenter 
C. E. Cusic
I. Deaterly
G. H. Eastman
C. F. Endsley 
E. H. Hammon
D. E. Harrold 
M. C. Houseman 
C. H. Lambert
Active Members
T. P. Laukhuff 
J. H. Lehman 
A. G. Luechauer 
R. F. H. Lohr 
R. M. Gantz 
T. A. Gantz 
D. S. Howard 
C. H. Keller
G. H. McConaughy
F. E. McGuire
H. R. Mayberry 
J. Q. Mayne
F. W. Melkus
G. S. Mitchell
R. W. Schwartzkoff
C. E. Stair
H. A. Stoughton 
P. J. Strouse
D. A. Upson 
C. R. Wertz 
R. H. West 
H. E. Widdoes 
H. D. Williams 
W. S. Wood
Clippincer. Camp, Broadhead, Boda 
Burkett. Chapman, Horlacher. Lowry, Pottenger 
SlIEIDLER, DiLLINGER, VeRNON, ArNOLD 
Bragg, Coi.e, Henry, May, Myers 
Morris, Piper, Tinsley, Shipley 
Studebaker, Byers, Long, Weitkamp, Martin
*•
Philomathea
Organizing at the same time as the Philophroneans, the members of the 
Philomathean Literary Society formed their organization to succeed the preceding 
society that could no longer accommodate the large numbers in it. The two 
men’s societies are the outgrowth of a previous society which split into the two 
existing today.
In Philomathea, too, is the literary standard held high and the same train, 
ing in parliamentary procedure stressed. In the past the rivalry existing between 
the societies has aided in creating and maintaining a high interest in the forensic 
and cultural training afforded.
D. Arnold 
H. L. Boda
E. D. Bragg
C. J. Broadhead
V. Burkett
W. H. Camp
R. N. Chapman
D. R. Clippinger 
D. J. Cole
W. E. Byers
Active Members
J. B. Henry 
M. W. Horlacher 
C. R. Long 
F. E. Lowry 
W. F. Martin 
A. C. May 
W. C. Myers 
W. H. Morris 
H. R. Pifer 
F. M. Pottenger, Jr.
A. D. Sheidler 
R. A. Shipley 
G. M. Studebaker 
R. W. Tinsley 
R. C. Vernon 
R. M. Weltkamp
J. F. Dillinger
K. W. Kumler 
W. B. Harsha
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'^Friendship is the highest degree of perfection in society.’’
Montaigne
‘ ‘'Blessed are they who have the gift of making friends. It involves 
many things, but above all, the power of going out of one’s self and 
appreciating whatever is noble and loving in others.”
Thos. Hughes
J06
Social
Arcady
‘^Thoughtful Each of All” Mrs. Floyd Vance, Sponsor
Seniors—Flazel Baker, Irene Powell, Ethel Bruner, Reba Knapp, Mida Steele, 
Mabel Walter, Alma Evans, Hazel Barngrover.
Juniors—Esther Sullivan, Ethyle Wilburg
Sophomores—Helen Kern, (lertrudc Knapp, Rebecca Scanlon, Edith Moore, 
Virginia Le Masters, Judith Whitney 
Freshmen Ruby Emerick, Prances Slade, Ardis Jones, La Vonne Steele
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Arbutus
Love and Honor” Mrs. J. P. Sponsor
Seniors—Elizabeth Saxour, Martha Schlemmer, Christena Wahl, Beatrice Donald­
son, Irene Hall, Ruth Lucas 
Juniors—]''lorence Rauch, Ruth Davis, Lenore Smith
Sophomores—Ruth Hayes, Freda Snyder, Marjorie Nichols, Ernestine Nichols 
Amy Norris
Freshmen—Verda Evans, Lucile Stockdale
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Lotus
“Vera Amicitia”' Mrs. A. P. Rosselot, Sponsor
Seniors—Virginia Dent, Florence Benjamin
Juniors—Helen Webster, Lorene Smith
Sophomores—Elizabeth Plummer, Mary Long, Enid Kizer
Freshmen—Zoa Hachet, Clara Baker, Kathryn Minnich
Triangles—Adda Printner, Margaret Mathews, Beulah Tish
no
'v.Ksta
Greenwich
^^Animo per Lavorare e Cuore per Quiocare” Mrs. Byron Valentine, Sponsor 
Seniors—Norma Richardson, Florence Vance, Ruth Streich, Geneva Bushey, 
Helen Miller
Juniors—Lois Bickel, Adda Lyon, Mabel Bordner, Mary Hummel 
Sophomores—Mary McCabe, Katherine Steinmetz
Freshmen—Vida McGurer, Geneva Mitchell, Alice Propst, Lois Armentrout, 
Joan Fox
Pledges—Adelaide Pottenger, Marian Hollen
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Owls
“Sagacity, Affection and Truth” Mrs. E. W. E. Schear, Sponsor
Seniors—Ladybird Sipe
Juniors Wanda Gallagher, Emily Mullin, Agnes Buchert, Marian Suavely, 
Gertrude Wilcox, Mary Whiteford 
Sophomores—Ruth Hursh, Ruth Musselman
Freshmen Lucile Roberts, Marian Grow, Margaret Weinland, Ethel Kepler
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Onyx
“Loyalte Nous Oblige'’ Mrs. A. R. Spessard, Sponsor
Seniors—Hilda Gibson, Kathryn Me Kinney, Lucile Lambert, Annabel Wiley, 
Mary Adeyer, Isabel Nolan
Juniors—Helen Palmer, Helen Ran, Margaret Norris 
SoPHOMORES^—Evelyn Frost, Louise Stoner, Bernice Norris 
Freshmen—Helen Irwin, Florence Bausman, Dorothy Wadsworth
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Polygon
“While We Live, Let Us Live'’ Mrs. J. H. Me Cloy, Sponsor
Seniors—Pauline Wentz, Lucile Judy, Ruth Callahan, Daisy Griffith 
Sophomores—Ernestine Schmitt, Isabel Jones, Laura Whetstone, Mary Rinehart 
Freshmen—Marguerite Banner, Lena Cooksey
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Phoenix
“Metung Mu” Mrs. E, M. Hursh, Sponsor
Seniors—Veda Bearss, Leda Cummings, Mamie Edgington 
Juniors—^Clarabelle Steele, Vera Wright
Sophomores—Mae Mickey, Marguerite Blott, Nellie Wallace, Charlotte Owen, 
Martha Alspach, Ruth Rice, Betty White, Nell Glover, Rosalie Copeland, Olga 
Hough
Freshmen—Frances Hinds, Mildred Wilson, Beulah Wingate
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Tomo Dachi
“Tomo-Dachi” Mrs. G. G. Grabill, Sponsor
Seniors—Edith Oyler, Ruth Roberts, Alice George 
Juniors—Ruth Braley, Margaret Widdoes, Lois Bingham
Sophomores—Mabel Eubanks, Lucile Leiter, Elizabeth Trost, Dorothy Cowan, 
Anna Mae Trisler
Freshmen Alice Blume, Othella Rice, Margaret Eubanks, Doris Wetherill
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Talisman
“/j It True, Is It Needful, Is It Kind?” Prof. Alma Guitner, Sponsor 
Seniors—Mary Noel, Winnifred Wimmer, (Attending York College second 
semester), Josephine Albert
Juniors—Elizabeth Marsh, Alice Sanders, Sylvia Peden, Pauline Knepp 
Sophomores—Thelma Hook, Mary Mills, Frances Cooper
Freshmen—Mary Me Kenzie, Marcella Henry, Viola Peden, Florence Howard, 
Gladys Snyder, Josephine Drury
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Annex
'"One for All and All for One' Prof. A. R. Spessard, Sponsor
Seniors—Donald Clippingsr, Wendell Camp, Howard Carpenter, Nelson Carpenter, 
Frank Durr, Harold Mayberry, Paul Carver 
Juniors—Walter Carpenter, Clifford Wertz, Theodore Bennett 
Sophomores—Marcus Schear, Duane Harrold, Sol Harris
Pledges—Glenn Schindler, Richard James, James Gordon, Keene Van Curen, Wil­
bur Landis, Otto Meyer, Emerson Siddall, Glenn Buell, George Slawita, Harry 
Kalbaugh, Randolph Webber, Wayne Parcher
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Alps
Tentes, Aut Perfice" Prof. Chas. Snavely, Sponsor
Seniors—Franklin Melkus, Dean Upson
Juniors—Clyde Barnhart, Lester Cox, Don Phillips, Lewis Keck, Harold 
Me Michaels
Sophomores—Norman Howe 
Unclassified—Frank Rozelle
Pledges—George Thompson, Harold Gibson, Emerson Whitehead, Dwight Foster
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Country Club
Staunch Friends At AH Hazards’’ Proi'. A. P. Rosselot, Adviser 
Seniors—Floyd E.McGuire, C.J. Broadhead, Wilbur S. Wood, C. Merrill Patrick 
Donald S. Howard
Juniors Robert Cavins, Carroll Widdoes, Marion 0. Drury, Joseph B. Henry, 
Roy Miller
Sophomores Gwynne McConaughy, E. H. Hammon, Harold Widdoes, Reginald 
Shipley I'reshmen—Fenon Troxel, De Mott Beucler
Pledges—^J. Lester Drexel, Leland Crawford
12')
Cook House
“T’o Help Others With a Brotherly Feeling” Prof. B. W. Valentine, Sponsor 
Seniors—-Emmet F. McCarroll, Abel Ruffini, Floyd Beelman, Merl Killinger 
Juniors—Franklin Young, Arthur Renner, N. Hale Richter, Carl Stair, Andrew 
Porosky, Albert May, J. Ruskln Hoover, Earl R. Hoover, Herbert Stoughton 
Sophomores—Clarence Laporte, John Carroll, Wilbur Me Knight, Charles 
Lambert, Kenneth Millet, Robert Allison, Donald Felton, Paul Newell 
Freshmen—Kent Crooks, Craig Wales 
Unclassified—Lawrence Marsh, J. Neeley Boyer
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Lakota
Never Content With Less Than the Best” Prof. E. W. E. Schear, Sponsor 
Seniors—George Bechtolt, Forrest Lowry, Maurice Horlacher, John Benson, 
Ralph Royer
Juniors—Carl Eschbach, George Gohn, Emerson Bragg, Ralph Tinsley, Clinton 
Lash, Harold Pifer
Sophomores—Ellis Hatton, Moneth Smith, Wayne Llarsha, Francis Bechtolt, Theo 
Seaman, Roy Schwartzkoff, Lawrence Miller, Wendell Blauser, Waldo Byers 
Freshmen—Clyde Zimmerman, George Rohrer, Theodore Gantz, Ralph Gantz
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Jonda
“Let Brotherly Love Continue^’ Prof. F. A. Hanawalt, Sponsor 
Seniors—Victor Burkett, klarold Boda, Aaron Luechauer 
Juniors—William Myers, Willard Morris, Dwight Arnold, Dorsey Cole 
Sophomores—Perry Laukhuff, Walter Martin, Gust Studcbaker, George Eastman, 
Henry Williams
Freshmen—Robert Knight, Dwight Harsh
Pledges—George Griggs, Robert Weitkamp, Burgess Shaffer
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Sphinx
Prof. Grabill, Sponsor
Seniors—Dave Reck, F. M. Pottenger, Jr. Robert West 
Juniors—B. M. Jacoby, Harold Phalor
Sophomores—James Phillips, Ray Collier, Chester Ferguson, Robert Snavely 
rRESHMEN—Fred White, Louis Norris, Ernest Reigle, Lloyd Yochum, A. 0. Barnes, 
Howard Minnich, Myron Reck
Pledge.s- B.K. Jacoby,Harvey Hankinson,Otho Schott, Guy Bishop, Hubert Pinney
b-
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Miscellaneous
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HliNRY, EsCHHACH 
Camp, Howard, Clippingkr 
Hursh, Houseman, Hoover, May 
Me Carroll, Me Guire, Pottenger, Broadiiead, Durr
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
Led by President “Paddy” McGuire, the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet endeavored 
to carry on an aggressive program among the men of the college to develop the 
four natures of the students. Social events such as the general student banquets 
at the first of the year, the Mixer, and the annual Roundup were all sponsored 
by the “Y”. Later in the year a co-ed sleighing party was organized by Y. M. 
C. A. officials and was a decided social success.
The bringing of speakers to the campus and the weekly religious meeting pro­
vide stimulation for religious thought among the members and are valuable assets 
in the construction of character.
President..........................................
Vice President...............................
Secretary..... .......... ..........................
Treasurer........................................
Faculty Adviser............................
Social Chairman....... ....................
Campus Service Chairman.......
Music Chairman......... ...................
Hi Y Chairman .........................
Publicity Chairman....................
World Fellowship Chairman
Devotional Chairman................
Bible Study Chairman...............
Membership Chairman...............
Floyd McGuire 
Donald Clippinger 
Joseph Mayne 
Murl Houseman 
Prof. E. AL Hursh 
Emmet McCarroll 
F. M. Pottenger, Jr. 
Clarence J. Broadhead 
Frank Durr 
Albert May 
Earl Hoover 
Carl Eschbach 
Joseph Henry 
Donald Howard
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Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
The Young Women’s Christian Association has served faithfully the women 
of Otterbein since 1882, being the first college Association organized in the state 
of Ohio and the third in the United States. The objective of the Association is 
to reach every woman on the campus with a vital religious, social, and recreational
’"'“^Among the activities sponsored by the Y. W. C. A. are the publication of the 
Otterbein Lndbook, the Big Sister Movement the giving of Christmas baskets 
to poor families in Westerville, numerous social activities such as Parents Day, 
and the annual May Morning Breakfast which is put on by the Association to 
raise funds to send delegates to the summer conference at Lake Oeneva.
President.........  .........................■
Vice President......................................
Secretary.................................................
Treasurer........ ........................................
Pianist........... .............................................
Chorister . . .......................................
Undergraduate Representative
Social Chairman ......................-.........
Devotional Chairman..................
Campus Service...... ..............................
Publicity Chairman..................
World Fellowship Chairman......
Finance Chairman...............................
Christena Wahl 
Florence Vance 
.Mabel Walter 
.Alamie Edgington 
.Dorothy Cowan 
.Lucile Judy 
Lenore Smith 
Ruth Braley 
Elizabeth Saxour 
.\fabel Eubanks 
.Alargaret Widdoes 
..Hazel Baker 
..Marion Snavely
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P. Strouse, D. Kuverard, R. 'Tinsley, D. Howard, R. Lohr 
J. Albert, H. Baker, K. JR)yer. \ . (jorsucii, I. '1'iiornton
Volunteer Band
The Members of the Volunteer Band arc those students in school in Christian service especially 
in its relation to work in foreign fields.
G. McConnauoiiy, J. IIknry, C' Broauiiead 
C. Wahl, W. Camp, 11. Cherry
Christian Endeavor Cabinet
. Christian Endeavor Society of the College provides probably the most democratic oppor­
tunity for men and women together to discuss subjects of religious interest.
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The Science Club
To stimulate interest in things scientific and to encourage original investigation the Science Club 
holds as its purpose.
The Sociology Club
The members of the classes in Sociology constitute the Sociology Club, whose interest it is to 
supplement the work of the classroom with lectures by men brought to the Clubs meetings, with 
programs devoted to subjects allied tojthe classroom work and also with field trips.
f ■
f
t
Gibson. Reese. Harsha. Prof. Mills, Cummings. Edgington
The French Club
In order to “parlez” French more fluently and to develop the ability to use the language con­
versationally. the French Club is organized.
Bragg. Priest. West. Sipe. Me Knight. Hoover 
Dr. Snavely, Snavely. Swab. Bickel, Kizer
The International Relations Club
n K ^ campus with a truly cosmopolitan outlook is the International Relations
Club, made up of students with an interest in history and history in the making.
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The Quiz and Quill Club
I'he Quiz and Quill Club is Ottcrbcin’s honoraiy literary organization and is made up of elected 
members who are choset for their ability as original writers.
Oyler, Braley, Prof. Sherrick, Knepp, Smith 
Albert, Lucas, Saxour, Walter
The Chaucer Club
The French Club
In order to “parlez” Frencli more Hucnlly and to develop the ability to use the lanyuagc con­
versationally. the French Club is organized.
llRAGt;. Priest. West. Sipe. .Vic Knight. Hoover 
Dr. Snavei.y, Snavely, Swab, Bickei., Kizer
The International Relations Club
p. , .1 he one club on the campus with a truly cosmopolitan outlook is the International Relations 
C ub, made up of students with an interest in history and history in the making.
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Mayne. Camp. Carver 
Cavins. Wentz. Roberts. Prop. Altman
The Quiz and Quill Club
The Quiz and Quill Club is Ouerbein’s honorary literary organization and is made up of elected 
members who arc choset for their ability as original writers.
Oyler. Braley, Prof. Sherrick. Knepp. Smith 
Albert, Lucas. Saxour. Walter
The Chaucer Club
The Chaucer Club, made up of students majoring in English, is another honorary organization 
for the purpose of studying literature of the present as well as past.
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Pi Kappa Delta
Pi Kappa Delta, Otterbein’s only national fraternity is composed of students 
and faculty that have represented Otterbein in intercollegiate oratory and debate. 
The Ohio Epsilon Chapter of the National forensic fraternity at Otterbein has 
the unusual distinction of having in its roll four wearers of the diamond key which 
is the highest award that can be attained. Me Guire, Troop, Wood and Howard 
of the local chapter have the distinction of wearing diamond set keys.
All members of the local organization are members of the order of debate 
excepting Prof. Schear whose order is oratory while Earl Hoover and Prof. Troop 
belong to both the order of oratory and debate.
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«ACTIVITIES
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Houskman. Arnoi.i). Rauch. Hoovkr. Stair 
Snavely. Davis. Gohn. iMarsii, Widdoes
The SIBYL
(Business Staff)
Associate Business Managers
Advertising A4anager 
Assistants........................
Treasurer
Circulation Manager .
Assistants,............................................ .......
Junior Play Manager.................................................
Stenographer............................
.Dwight Arnold 
Ceorge R. (iohn 
Ruskin Hoover 
Murl Houseman 
Ruth Davis 
Carl Eschbach 
Margaret Widdoes 
Elizabeth Marsh 
Marion Snavely 
Carl Stair 
Florence Rauch
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Hoover, Henry 
Cavins, Howard, Hursh 
Young, Buchert, Tinsley, Gallagher 
Palmer, Smith, Sanders, Sullivan
Sibyl Staff
The 1925 Sibyl Staff will long be remembered as one of the most capable and 
efficient staffs that ever attempted to publish an annual worthy of Otterbein. 
Not only were the members of the staff talented and able to fill their respective 
positions on the staff, but the cooperation, diligence, and long hours combined 
have marked it as a staff that has been surpassed by none and one that will not be 
equalled soon.
Associate Editors......
Assistant Editor.........
Art Editor......................
Organization Editor
Athletic Editor..........
Senior Editor................
Junior Editor................
Class Editor..................
Faculty Editor............
Activities Editor....... .
Snap-Shot Editor........
Feature Editor............
Faculty Adviser..........
.Robert Cavins 
Donald Howard 
.Alice Sanders 
Agnes Buchert 
Esther Sullivan 
Franklin Young 
Earl Hoover 
Helen Palmer 
Ralph Tinsley 
Joseph Henry 
Lenore Smith 
Wanda Gallagher 
Pauline Knepp 
Prof. E. M. Hursh
ii IWillMlilWHilMiiiPlWiti-'fftW..'
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CuppiNGER, Hall, Owen, Henry, Braley, Lyon
The Publication Board
The Publication Board is made up of two representatives from each of the 
Literary Societies and the board is the governing body in all affairs that pertain 
to the interests of the Tan and Cardinal such as electing the staff for the paper.
Philomathe.4 Cleiorhetea Philophronea Philalethea
Donald Clippinger Ruth Braley W. Carpenter Irene Hall
Joseph Henry Charlotte Owen Charles Cusic Adda Lyon
The Publicity Board
For the purpose of advertising Otterbcin through news columns throughout 
the newspapers of the state the Publicity Board is organized with E. H. Hammon 
as its head. Associated with Mr. Hammon are Florence Howard and Thelma 
Hook who are rendering Otterbein a real service by keeping her activities before 
the reading public.
Cavins. Me CoNAUcjHY. Hammon, Mayni- 
Harsha, Oyler. Wentz, Smith, Marsh 
WiDDOES, Wood, Garver, Hursh, Sipe
The Tan and Cardinal Staff
The 1921; Tan and Cardinal staff has published a newspaper worthy of Otler- 
bein and one that ranks among the best college papers in the state.
Editor.. ....................
Assistant Editor 
Contributing Editors
Business Manager 
Assistants...................
Circulation Manager. 
Assistants.......................—.
Athletic Editor.............
Assistant..............................
Local Editor.....................
Alumnal Editor..............
Exchange Editor...........
Cochran EIall Editor.
.Paul Garver 
.Donald S. Howard 
Donald R. Clippinger 
Pauline Wentz 
Edith Oyler 
Robert Cavins 
Wayne Harsha 
Gwynne Ale Conaughy 
.Wilbur S. Wood 
.William Myers 
Alarcus Schear 
Paul Newell 
Ladybird Sipe 
Margaret Widdoes 
Ruth Hursh 
J. Q. Mayne 
Edward Hammon 
D. Harrold 
Alma Guitner 
Lenore Smith 
Elizabeth Saxour
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Howard. Wood, Hoover. Harsh 
Laporte. Miller. May, Knight, ]Iarrold
The Varsity Debate Squad
In his first year as coach of Otterbein debate teams, Prof. Leon Me Carty 
had innumerable obstacles to overcome, and this he did with gratifying results, 
placing forensics on a higher plane in Otterbein than they had been for years. 
In debates won and lost the record could be much improved over the actual results 
of the season, but in the final consideration of fortune and the variable factor of 
judges’ decisions, it may be said that the season was a distinct success.
With the opening debate of the season but a week away one of the regular 
speakers was taken ill and a new speaker had to be developed on short notice. 
The Affirmative team was built around two veteran debaters in Wood and 
Me Guirc, although Miller had seen one year of Varsity service as an alternate. 
On the Negative team the only veteran available was Howard while Knight and 
Harrold started the season and had only had experience in the Freshman-Sopho­
more debates in Otterbein. Later in the season, following the oratorical contest. 
Hoover was added to the team and proved a valuable addition. The only Con­
ference decision won this year was by the Negative team over Hiram, while that 
same team lost to Heidelberg, and also to Muskingum and Capital in barnstorming 
events. The Affirmative team defeated Capital in a pre-season debate, lost to 
Ohio Northern and Baldwin Wallace in Conference debates, but reached a perfect 
climax for the season in defeating Wittenberg, Otterbein’s most bitter forensic 
rival for years.
Wood, Me Guire, and Howard have won degrees of Special Distinction in Pi 
Kappa Delta and are permitted to wear the diamond by virtue of having attained 
that degree.
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Hammon, Mayne, Lehman 
Harrold, Gallagher, Swab, Bechtolt
Cap and Daj^ger Club
The Cap and Dagger Club furnishes opportunity for those interested in 
dramatics to develop their ability as actors and also affords opportunity to discuss 
questions relative to the stage and study dramatic interpretation.
Membership in the club is honorary and those in the club are selected after 
a try-out in which dramatic ability is observed in order to keep the club member­
ship to a high standard.
Personnel
Seniors—George Bechtolt, Joseph Mayne, Elizabeth Saxour, Mida Steele, Ernes­
tine Mozer, Mildred Swab
Juniors—Wanda Gallagher, Sylvia Peden, Zane Wilson, Jean Turner 
Sophomores—Francis Bechtolt, Duane Harrold, Edward Hammon, John Lehman 
Freshmen—Margaret Weinland
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Hoover, Swab, Arnold
Oratory
Otterbein’s high standard of oratory was maintained this year in inter­
collegiate circles by Earl Hoover. By virtue of winning the Russell Oratorical 
Contest, Hoover represented the college in the State oratorical contest to which 
it was Otterbein’s pleasure to serve as host.
The President of the State Oratorical Association was Mr. Floyd McGuire, 
’25, and as is customary, the contest in which seven Ohio Colleges participated 
was held at the home school of the president of the Association.
From the smoke of the battle Otterbein emerged with her representative. 
Hoover, holding a practically undisputed second place, which was a little above 
the average for Otterbein forensics. In the past six years Otterbein, in state 
oratorical contests has won one sixth place, two fifths, one third, one second and 
one first for an average of third place for the six years.
Hoover’s oration was on the subject, “Civilization or War.?’’ and was a changed 
form of the one used last spring in winning first place in the State Peace Oratorical 
Contest.
The other contestants in the local Russell Oratorical Contest this year were 
Mildred Swab who took second place with her oration “The Modern American 
Home”, and Dwight Arnold who placed third with his oration entitled, “The 
Golden Key”.
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Gordon, Fanning, Bingham
Declamation
For the second time in as many years Frances Fanning proved herself to be 
Otterbein’s foremost declaimer. By winning the Russell Declamation again this 
year she still holds her title won in the contest last season. The selection rendered 
by Miss Fanning in the 1925 contest was Carlyle’s “The Honor of Labor”.
Second and third places respectively were won by James Gordon and Lois 
Bingham whose selections were “Abraham Lincoln”, by James A. Garfield, and 
‘Toussaient L’Overture”, by Wendell Phillips.
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Williams, Weitkamp, Keller, Griggs Brake 
Van Curen, Esciidach' Richter'' Me Knight, Miller, Bennett, Boda 
Bf.f.i.man, May, Renner, Reigi.e, Gordon, Tintsman, Bragg, Bechtoi.t 
Mii.i.ett, Me Conaiigiiy, Pottenger, Grabill, Spessard, Broadhead, Upson, Davidson,
Studebaker
Men’s Glee Club
Prof. A. R. Spessard, Director 
Prof. G. G. Grabill, Accompanist 
Francis M. Pottenger, Jr., Bus. Mgr.
Appearing in 24 concerts before more than 12,000 people throughout 
the 1925 season the Otterbein Men’s Glee Club is one of the best advertising 
agents that the school has inasmuch as its itinerary has covered large areas of two 
states. A unique feature of the Club this season has been the making of phono­
graph records of several of Otterbein’s most favored songs.
First Tenor 
Dean R. Upson 
Arthur L. Renner 
Emerson D. Bragg 
Kenneth W. Millett 
Lawrence V. Miller 
Paul Ff. Brake 
Second Tenor 
Harold L. Boda 
Floyd C. Beelman
Banjos
Arthur R. Spessard 
Paul H. Brake 
Walter W. Reigle 
John H. Tintsman 
Gust M. Studebaker 
G. H. McConaughy
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Personnel 
James R. Gordon 
John H. Tintsman 
George W. Griggs 
Francis M. Bechtolt 
O. Keene Van Curen 
First Bass 
Carl B. Eschbach 
Wendell E. Williams 
G. H. McConaughy 
W. Fenton Bennett
Banjo Orchestra 
Clarinet
Glenn Grant (Jrabill 
Bass Viol 
Charles H. Keller 
Trombone 
Francis M. Bechtolt 
W. Fenton Bennett 
George W. Griggs
Walter W. Reigle 
Henry L. Davidson 
Second Bass 
Robert W. Weitkamp 
Albert C. May 
Gust M. Studebaker 
C. J. Broadhead 
Charles H. Keller 
Wilbur C. McKnight
Francis M. Bechtolt 
Harold L. Boda 
Henry L. Davidson 
Cornet
Robert W. VV'eitkamp 
Drums
O. Keene Van Curen 
Piano
C. J. Broadhead
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Sham, Kei.i.er, Zimmerman, Rohrer 
Wright, Si-ade, Nafsgar, Harris, Eubanks 
Starkey, Roberts, Barngrover, Johnson, Moss
College Orchestra
Under the leadership and direction of Mrs. Starkey the College orchestra 
this year has enjoyed a profitable as well as serviceable season. On several occa­
sions of College activities, such as the Junior play the orchestra was on hand to 
furnish the rnusic.
Personnel
Mrs. Mabel C. Starkey, Director 
Ellsworth Reese, Business Mgr.
First Violins 
Hazel Barngrover 
La Vere Breden 
Vera Wright 
George Rohrer 
Ellsworth Reese
Second Violins 
Ruth Roberts 
Sham Tsok 
Margaret Eubanks 
Frances Slade 
Clarinet
Clyde Zimmerman
Cornets
Henry Williams 
Mary Nafsgir
Trombone 
Ruth Moss
Bass Viol 
Charles Keller
Piano
Frances Harris
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Otterbein Band
For the first time in many years Otterbein had an organized band that filled 
a much needed place on the campus especially during football season. Under the 
direction of Rodney Shaw of Columbus, the band turned out to be the best organiza­
tion of its kind that has been in existence here for years.
The biggest event of the year for the band was the trip to Cincinnati when 
Otterbein met St. Xavier there in football in the closing game of the season.
First Cornets 
Charles Keller 
M. Nafsgar 
Henry Williams 
De Mott Beucler 
Trombones 
H. Ripple 
Ruth Moss 
Reginald Shipley 
Francis Bechtolt 
Dwight Euverard 
Bass
Henry Davidson 
Clarinets 
Ellsworth Reese
Personnel
R. R. Shaw, Director 
George Bechtolt 
Clyde Zimmerman 
Otto Meyer 
Bassoon 
George Rohrer 
Second Cornets 
Herbert Stoughton 
Paul Morton 
Horns
Lloyd Yochum 
Fenton Bennett 
Norman Trisler 
Robert West 
Harry Widdoes
Baritone 
Duane Harrold 
Saxaphones 
John Bauer 
Waldo Byers 
Lester Drexel 
Kent Crooks 
Albert May 
Forrest Lowry 
Drums
Keene Van Curen 
B.Jacoby 
Wayne Harsha 
Joseph Mayne
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Coach Ditmer
^ Coach Ditmer s devotion to Otterbein and her atliletics not enough can be 
said, but as the teams he turns out catch his spirit of absolute self sacrifice and 
the school as a whole foilovs^s his example and gives its unswerving loyalty, then 
will he have shown Otterbein the way, not only to successful teams, but also to 
successful living.
Ditmer, Imji.er, 'I'roop
Otterbein’s Coaching Staff
The close of tlie year marks the completion of Coach Ditmer’s fifth season 
with Otterbein teams. During his stay here, his path- has been far from flowery, 
but even in adversity he has shown himself a master at all times. Numerous 
successful teams loom on the horizon to bear witness to the fact that when given 
proper material Coach Ditmer can mould teams surpassed by none in the state, 
but the need of Otterbein is now, as it has been in the past, men, more men.
However, with the men he had in hand, Mentor Ditmer worked, and into 
that work he put every ounce of mental and spiritual energy that he could com­
mand. It is futile to attempt to express Otterbein’s appreciation of “Dit’s” 
services in words. His deeds have made manifest his confidence in Otterbein, 
and his example has made its indelible impression upon the lives of students who 
have come to know and love Coach D.t.
“Deke” is the first Freshman coach that Otterbein has ever had. Edler is 
a real athlete as can be readily seen when it is recalled that in his own college 
days he was awarded All-Ohio honors in football, basketball and baseball. 
“Deke’s” attention was given to the Freshman football team and to Varsity 
basketball this season. His personality inspired hearty cooperation among his 
men and roused in them a determination to give their all.
Although Troop received no compensation for his services he offered what 
help he could give toward putting out real football and track teams. In football 
he served as line coach and gave the linesmen the training necessary to the proper 
execution of their positions, but above all was the manifestation of his spirit to 
give and give freely whatever he had for Otterbein regardless of any returns that 
might come to him.
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’I'roop, Stoughton, Martin 
Clippinghr, Upson, Rosselot, Altman, Carroll 
Carver, Durr, Snavely, Wiuijoes, Broadhkad, Patrick 
Collier, Beelman, Renner, .VIc Carroll, Porosky, Reck, Felton
Varsity “O”
Under the leadership of “Skipper” Me Carroll, the Varsity “O” Association 
this year became more of a power on the campus than it had been for several 
years past. The enforcement of the Freshman regulations was placed in the hands 
of this body with telling effect.
A new program was inaugurated when the Association staged the highly 
successful Varsity “O” minstrel, thereby securing funds enough to provide most 
of the members with excellent sweaters for their letters.
Football
Emmet Me Carroll 
F'rank Durr 
Andrew Porosky 
Franklin Melkus 
Arthur Renner 
Floyd Beelman 
Donald Felton 
John Carroll 
Robert Snavely 
Ray Collier
Donald Clippinger, Mgr. 
Dave Reck, Capt.
Baseball 
Paul Carver 
Arthur Renner 
Emmet Me Carroll 
Abel Ruffini 
Tennis
Chas. M. Patrick 
Basketball 
Emmet Me Carroll 
Carroll Widdoes 
Robert Snavely 
John Carroll
Frank Durr 
Theodore Seaman 
Carl Stair 
Paul Upson
Abel Ruffini 
Floyd Beelman 
Clarence Broadhead 
Dean Upson 
Andrew Porosky 
Herbert Stoughton 
Carroll Widdoes
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Captain “Dave” Reck.
The 1924 Football Squad
Otterbein’s 1924 football squad faced the heaviest schedule that an Otterbein 
team has had for many years, and although the results were not quite equal to the 
standard set by the 1924 team, still the season was far from being a discouraging 
one. Pour of the teams played this year finished among the leaders in the Ohio 
Conference and the other three finished well up in the list. Injuries added their 
toll and played an important part in several of the defeats, especially the one 
administered at Wesleyan when Otterbein’s two heaviest men were kept on the 
bench because of injuries.
At such an early date, predictions for next year are rather hazardous, but at 
present the outlook is brighter than it has been for some years. Only five of this 
year’s team will be lost by graduation, and a large number of this year’s P'reshmen, 
for the first time under the supervision of a Freshman coach, will be fighting to 
fill the places of those men that will be lost. Next year’s schedule, too, will favor 
better results than have been experienced recently, because in former years most 
of the schools met have been larger than Otterbein, while next year the schedule 
links the Tan team up with schools in its own class. In addition, there is an 
unprecedented number of home games which will lend their influence and give an 
additional boost to the team.
Reck- -“Dave” deserves any praise that may come his way concerning his record on the foot­
ball team. He was a hard fighter and a steady and consistent player, one who is well fitted to lead a 
team and who was justly rewarded with the All-Ohio honors that were his.
Me Carroll—“Mac” was the mainstay of Otterbein’s backfield this year and although greatly 
handicapped by an injured knee, he was a constant worry to opposing teams. He was a master at 
analyzing opponents’ plays and a “whale of a bucket.
Richter__“Bozo” was elected to captain next year’s gridiron outfit because of the brand of foot­
ball he put up this year. Bozo is a formidable man on the line because of his weight and his ability 
to carry it.
o........................ Wooster................... .....28
Otterbein took tlie field in the season’s opening game against Wooster at 
Wooster with the odds against her. Wooster, Conference Champions of 1923, 
had already played one game and were fully organized by the time they stacked 
up against Ditmer’s outfit. Beside the advantage of experience Wooster had the 
edge over Otterbein in both weight and speed, but nevertheless, to Otterbein can 
be paid the greatest tribute a loser may know—she went down fighting!
:■! -i 
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Durr Although slow. “Kotsy” was a steady, reliable guard who played hard but clean. He is 
known to have gotten “mad” several times but swears that he never swore.
Rufkini- -In “Ruff” Otterbein had one of the fastest and most dependable ends in her history.
Ruff was always down under every punt and was “right there” at nabbing forward passes.
Beelman ‘Becny” is a Ditmer product who came to school without ever having handled a foot­
ball, but he developed into a hard tackier and blocker, and had such speed and nerve that he became 
one of Otterbein’s best backfield men.
6.........................Case........... ........ .19
"With a week more for practice after the first game, Otterbein journeyed to 
Cleveland to take on Case. The strength of Bob Fletcher’s outfit was unknown 
and yet Otterbein followers hoped to repeat the tragedy of the “Wolf in Sheep’s 
Clothing” that had been enacted the year before. Early in the first quarter 
Otterbein scored a touchdown and throughout the remainder of the period con­
tinued to outplay the brown and white aggregation, but Case’s many substitutions 
kept ever-freshened men in the lineup, while Otterbein plugged on with fifteen men 
who were held scoreless after the first quarter of the game.
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Carroll- -To Otlerhcln followers “johnny” proved that he could play football even though it 
was only his first season on a college gridiron. With two years to go, Otterbein fans can expect to sec 
some real football from him.
WiDDOES—“Widder” was another of these boys that came to Otterbein with no knowledge what­
ever of the college sport. Although he has seen only one season, Widdoes has shown speed and shiftiness 
that have enabled him to get away for long gains.
F’elton—A bad knee bothered “Bonnie” for most of the season, but did not keep him from show­
ing some high class football at tackle. Opponents found that left tackle was the wrong place to hit 
for their gains.
O...... ................. Ohio Wesleyan............... ........ 35
With a badly injured team Otterbein tackled Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware 
The small Tan team forced their heavier opponents to the limit throughout the 
entire game which finally ended 35-0 in the Methodists’ favor. The Wesleyan 
line thrown against Otterbein weighed ten pounds per man heavier than Ohio 
State’s line and thirty-five pounds per man heavier than Otterbein’s. Any team 
deserves credit that makes the showing of perseverance and fight that Otterbein 
showed in the face of such odds.
o.... ...................Heidelberg______ ____ .6
Before the largest Homecoming crowd in the history of the school Otterbein 
met the highly touted team from Tiffin on the local gridiron. The game was 
evenly fought and hotly contested, but several breaks gave the visitors a 6-0 
victory. McCarroll was probably the offensive star of the game and his return 
of a kickoff to the middle of the field during the final quarter was the real thriller 
of the game. On the defense the entire team played “heads-up” ball with Reck 
and Richter stopping play after play launched by the tri-color.
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Garver- -“Bot” answered an emergency call in the middle of the season and laid down many of 
his duties to don the moleskins and come to the aid of his team, when injuries had put it in bad shape. 
Bot” filled in at tackle and how he did it is shown by his All-Ohio mention in the Columbus Dispatch.
PoROSKY—In “Swede” Porosky Otterbein had a formidable end. Being big. “Swede’s” long suit 
was pulling down passes that no one else could reach. “Swede” packed a mean boot too. and his 
punting furnished many of the bright spots in the season’s games.
Snaveey It is seldom that a Sophomore steps into the position of safety man on the Varsity, but 
Bob did just that and to a queen’s taste. When occasion demanded. “Bob” could call signals and 
in doing it proved himself a good strategist and field general.
i8.........................Hiram......................... o
Following the game with Case, Otterbein again invaded northern Ohio deter­
mined to reverse her fortunes of the preceding week. The Tan and Cardinal out­
played the Cherry and Blue outfit, never allowing her opponents within thirtv- 
five yards of scoring. Some of “Mac’s” brilliant line bucking, and the Renner- 
Porosky pass combination completely bewildered the Hiram defense. Captain 
Reck was probably the outstanding defensive man of the game, if there can be 
said to have been an outstanding man.
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rfirst year man.
.MiLLiiR—Roy didn’t get into many games, but when the opportunity came he took advantage 
of it and put forth his best efforts and made his opponents regret his presence in the lineup.
Renner- -1'oward the elose of the season “Art” eame across with some classy football and nifty 
passing. In all of “Art’s” years of football experience he never made a touchdown until this year 
although he has started innumerable scores with his accurate passes. One more year for Renner 
guarantees a good passer next year.
20___ ___ _____Muskingum......................... 13
The victory over Muskingum made “Westerville Day” a success in every 
way, and was fitting revenge for the stinging 6-0 defeat suffered at the hands of 
the Black and Magenta at the close of the 1923 season. In the first three minutes 
of play Muskingum scored thirteen points against Otterbein, and almost certain 
defeat loomed up, but, undaunted by the gloomy first half, the team staged as 
dramatic a comeback as fiction has ever described and put up some of the best 
football ever seen in Westerville. The New Concord outfit was completely out­
played and Otterbein came off the field on the right end of the 20-13 score.
J
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l.AMUKRT- -“Chuck” was the smallest linesman on the squad this year, but what he lacked in 
weight he made up for in fight and grit. He has two more years yet in which to complete his contribu­
tion to Otterbein that he began this year.
Clippinger—“Prexy” put forth every possible effort to make the past season a successful one. 
.No football team could want a better, more capable, nor a more considerate manager than Don made.
ScHEAR Mark made a reliable substitute, filling in at any position from center to fullback, and 
although he did not make his letter this year, in two more seasons he will fill the role of a regular and 
that role will be filled right!
o.................... .St. Xavier__ __ __ ...48
The trip to Cincinnati this year ended in disaster as Otterbein was com­
pletely outplayed by the heavy and strong Irish eleven. For some unknown reason 
Otterbein did not put up a game characteristic of the Tan outfit, while the down- 
staters played way “over their heads” and produced a brand of ball that would 
have enabled them to handle any team in the Conference. The score is no real 
indication of the actual strength of the two teams because Otterbein was “off 
color and St. Xavier played the best game of their season.
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Captain
The Basketball Squad
The basketball season of 1925 was marked and characterized with consider- 
abl, bad fortune and numerous setbacks. The first came early in the season in 
the form of an injury to Captain McCarroll that hampered him the remainder 
Oi the year. Then when things seemed to be on the up grade again, Coach Edler 
was compelled to go to the hospital for an operation. But even these two reverses 
could not discourage McCarroll and his buddies and the team came back and 
won ti„o games toward the close of the season. For these two victories Coach 
Ditmer deserves much of the credit and praise because of the manner in which 
he assumed ‘Deke’s” duties and stepped into his shoes.
^ Twice in three weeks the College bell rang out its song of victory and it seemed 
again that Otterbein had-'come into her own after two years of striving. V^fith 
the available material among the Freshmen this year and with the ability shown 
by the underclassmen in the closing games of the 1925 season, Captain -elect Widdoes 
and his cohorts should be able to boost Otterbein’s basketball stock about fifty 
per cent next year.
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McCarroll, Cart.—Although handicapped by a bad knee most of the season “Mac displayed 
some real defensive work and proved a capable leader of his teammates.
WiDDOES, Captain-elect—Widdoes was easily the star of Otterbein s offense this season. Hit 
accurate shooting brought the Tan and Cardinal team out of the hole in many critical pmehes. 
“Widder” ranked among the ten highest scorers in the Conference and was mentioned repeatedly for 
All-Ohio honors at forward.
Seihert—“F.ddic” at guard was one of the mainstays of the team this season and will again be 
in his place next year when the 1926 season rolls around.
39...................... Alumni.......................... 36
McCarroll and his team mates got off to a good start for the season by- 
snatching a fast and hard fought game from the alumni 39-3^‘ The game was a 
nip and tuck affair throughout and neither team had a great advantage at any 
point in the game.
37............. ..............Denison_________ ____ 59
The first Conference game of the season went to the snappy Baptist outfit 
with a one sided score and the team from Granville looked stronger even than the 
1924 team that finished well up on top of the Conference heap.
31....... ........ ........Kenyon .. ..... 54
Disaster accompanied Coach Edler’s outfit to Gambier when the Tan team 
took on Kenyon and was forced to accept defeat at the hands of the Episcopalians. 
Widdoes played best for Otterbein, but Van Epps was the best performer of the 
game.
31............................Ohio Wesleyan_____________ 56
The Varsity cagers put up some really classy basketball during the first half 
of the Wesleyan game, but the Methodists set too fast a pace and finally the 
rangy Methodists swamped the smaller, but no less game Otterbein men.
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Carroll- -In “Johnny” Otterbcin had a good, scrappy substitute for either a guard or center 
position, and judging from the way that he threw himself into the game when opportunity offered 
itself great things can be expected from him in the next two years.
Upson—“Uppie” earned his first letter this year by playing both center and forward positions. 
Upson was an accurate shot and also proved himself a good dribbler.
Snavely- The baskets, for some reason or other, were not placed at the spot “Bob” often hit 
hut his everlasting drive and exceptional floor work made him a mainstay of the outfit this year. Two 
more years for “Bob” will make him one of the most valuable men that Otterbcin will have around.
L ■ " ■ ■ ' ^ H
54__ _____ ___.Wooster....;.............. .....31
In Otterbein’s fourth attempt in Conference circles, defeat again rewarded 
her efforts. The Bolesmen inflicted this defeat after a slow game in which both 
teams were considerably off color in shooting ability.
28____ ___ ____Hiram ......... ............ 30
Wow!! This was a close one!!!! Early in the game Otterbcin broke away to 
a 13-5 lead, which Hiram gradually overcame and managed to hold although a 
few minutes before the end of the game Otterbcin took a spurt and arrived only 
two points behind her Northern adversaries.
19 -------- ----Denison ...................61
In Otterbein’s second meeting with Denison she failed to penetrate the Big 
Red defense and failed, too, in stopping her offense.
The 61-19 score was the disastrous result and with it came Otterbein’s sixth 
Conference defeat.
40.-....... .....Wester Reserve................ 39
In an over-time period at Cleveland, against Western Reserve, Otterbcin 
finally broke her two-year defeat jinx!! Every man that took the floor for Otter- 
bein scored at least twoipoints and Widdoes again led the scoring with three fielders 
and six free throws.
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Skaman— “Ted” was another that won his first “O” this year and although he wasn’t one of the 
fastest men on the squad, he was one of the most persistent. His efforts were rewarded with opportun­
ities to play and of these opportunities he took advantage as his “0" will testify.
Royer— In his capacity as manager “Happ\'” made his contribution to Otterbein and her athletics, 
and in this capacity he won the gratitude of the team which he gave his best to serve.
STAtR- “Goofy” was another that cinched the coveted “O" by performing in many of the games 
at the first of the season.
21.................. ......Wittenberg........ . .......39
Otterbein, although not outclassed in the Wittenberg fracas was unable to 
strike her gait in shooting with the result was that the Lutherans wound up at the 
end of the game with almost a double score over Otterbein.
22___ --- -- -- -Kenyon .. . -- -53
For the second time in the season Otterbein accepted defeat from the 
F.piscopalians, this time on the Otterbein floor. Van Kpps, the scoring ace of the 
Ohio Conference was held to five points in this game and this fact attests to the 
close guarding done, but other members of the team came through with enough 
points to more than double the count.
36 . .. ___ Muskingum......................... 35
Otterbein wound up the season to a queen’s taste by defeating Muskingum 
in a game that abounded in thrills and in many ways resembled the football game 
in the fall. At the end of the first half the United Presbyterians led with a 21-14 
score but an Otterbein rally soon took it to 24-23 when Muskingum took
a spurt and rang up nine more points with only four minutes to go. ^ Uppie then 
came through with one goal and Widdoes followed with three in quick succession 
and then with only thirty seconds to go Seibert followed the good example of his 
brethren and put another through and while the net was still swaying, the gun 
fired and gave Otterbe n her second win of the season and a victory with which to 
end the year.
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1Trevarrow, Peden,
Haney, Palmer, Peden, Fox,
Pottenger, Lambert, Widdoes, Snavely, Bingham
The Collegians
For the first time in the history of Otterbein a recognized girls’ team was 
put into the field. This season only four games were played but of these two 
were won, and the girls ended up their first year as a College organization with 
an average of .500. Of those who broke into games this season, only one will 
be lost by graduation, so next season’s team ought to bring more laurels to Otterbein.
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Captain “Chic” Staats
Jacoby, Wii.buro. Rkigle (Mgr.). Ditmkr (Coach). Anderson, Gillman 
Lefeel, Seibert, Staats (Capt.), Renner. Me Carroll, Pierce, Hancock
1924 Baseball Squad
The baseball season of 1924 was a successful one in spite of the fact that con­
tinuous spring rains kept the diamonds unfit for practice. The resultant lack of 
practice is therefore largely responsible for the team’s inability to connect safely 
when at bat, and for the poor fielding that was sometimes evident. The baseball 
season itself is a short one, and is indeed too short, for the producing of a winning 
team. The overloading of the one coach who had both baseball and track together 
with his spring football practices proved an added handicap to the team last year. 
With half of last year’s men back, the 1925 aggregation should bring a good many 
scalps into Otterbein’s camp.
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Hancock- “Hank” had the distinction of being Otterbein’s only pitcher for a whole season. He 
was forced to the limit at times, but proved himself a master in the pinches. ^
Pierce—-Handling the catching berth for an entire season without an error is indeed an accomplish­
ment. but “Reed” did just that. He also proved himself a real “sticker”.
Me Carroll—The first sack was “Mac’s” field of operations, and on first his work was highly 
commendable. He again showed himself a valuable man in anything he does.
o.........................................Ohio U..................... ........................ . 4
Bruce, the diminutive pitcher of Ohio University turned the trick against 
Otterbein in the opening game of the spring. Bruce s brilliant pitching and 
Otterbein’s inability to connect safely when at bat, together with costly errors 
gave Ohio University the initial contest of the season.
^ ................................. Denison............................................i
Two weeks of practice after the Ohio Universi y defeat brought the team 
up to such shape and condition that Denison was defeated at Otterbein in spite 
of the fact that Denison made more hits and fewer errors. “Mac” was the only 
Otterbein man to connect safely more than once, and his quota for the game was 
two hits, while “Andy’s” homer and Pierce’s double helped the game along material­
ly-
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Jacouy—“Jake” proved himself a small but mijthty sub. The 1925 season should make him a 
first stringer, and a valuable one to Otterbein.
Seibert Short stop was “Eddie’s” position and when not occupied there he made a specialty of 
hard and long hits.
RenneR' Although it took “Art” a little time to get started, he showed some real stuff when 
moved in from right field to occupy third base.
15................................... -.....Denison...........................................o
The swat-fest at Granville on May 13 turned out to Otterbein’s favor with 
a score of 13-0. Just why the Big Red was given such a drubbing will never be 
known but one good reason is that every Tan player except one hit safely. “Chic” 
Staats was the star of the game with three hits and four runs to his credit. Pierce, 
with his four singles, Seibert, with a single and a homer, and Me Carroll with a 
double and single were the heavy hitters of the game, while everybody did con­
siderable boosting of his batting average.
5......................................... Ohio U............................................2
bor the second time during the season Ohio University proved itself superior 
to Coach Ditmer’s understudies. It was the unfathomable Bruce again that 
brought defeat, and Otterbein fans agreed with Conference followers that he 
ranked among the first pitchers of the state. Errors again added their costly 
toll, as three of them on third in one inning enabled three Ohioans to cross the 
plate.
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Garver—The season was too short for “Bot” to get to going just right, but the last two games 
were his best and were so good that his team mates rewarded him with the captaincy for the 1925 season.
Anderson—As a centerfieldcr “Andy” reigned supreme. He didn’t know what it was to miss a 
fly ball and when he wasn’t out gardening himself, he handled the stick so well that his opponents had 
plenty of it to do.
Leffel—Returning to the game after being out of school for a year “Hiirvcy” came back with 
some real baseball and nifty fielding.
8..............................................Hiram...............................................2
Hiram sent a team to Otterbein on May 23 that was supposed to rank among 
the first in the Conference, but “Chic” and his warriors handled the invaders 
with ease. Otterbein led the northerners every minute of the game, and to Staats, 
Seibert and Leffel goes much of the credit as two hits apiece were chalked up to 
them.
3..............................................Wesleyan......................................... 7
On June 7 Otterbein traveled to Delaware and took a warping at the hands 
of the Methodists in a contest that was featured with heavy hitting. Otterbein’s 
hitting was on a par with Wesleyan’s but errors again reaped their unwanted 
harvest.
Review of Early Spring Season, 1925
As the Sibyl goes to press, the 1925 baseball and track seasons have just 
begun with gratifying results.
BASEBALL
5 ................................ Denison................................. 2
In the season’s opener Otterbein got off to a good start by scoring a victory 
over the Baptists when Denison was defeated 5-2 with the score of earned runs 
4-0. The game was the first that “Willie” Wilburg ever pitched in college so the 
winds all the more noteworthy.
6 ................................Kenyon................................. 7
What will probably be the longest remembered game on Otterbein field for 
the 1925 season was the one with Kenyon. Although Otterbein found herself 
holding the lean end of the 6-7 count, still the lead 4-1 that Kenyon took in the 
fourth inning, the Otterbein rally in the lucky seventh that netted the Tan and 
Cardinal three more runs, and the two home runs by Carroll and Carver will mark 
the Otterbeln-Kenyon game as the best money’s worth given on the field this year.
TRACK
V\'ith two track meets of the present season already over, the Tan and Cardinal 
has emerged victorious both times. Two decisive wins have been scored over 
Kenyon, in retaliation for the baseball defeat administered, and over Wittenberg 
when the Lutherans were defeated by a score of more than three to one.
In the first meet, Stoughton was Otterbein’s outstanding performer, running 
the 100 yard dash and 440 yard dash in record time. In the former event he 
equalled the Otterbein record of 10 flat, and in the second event he bettered his 
own record by one tenth of a second.
Widdoes was the high scorer for Otterbein in the meet with Wittenberg, tak­
ing sixteen points by winning firsts in the high hurdles and the pole vault, and by 
taking seconds in the javelin and the low hurdles.
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r1
Captain Abel Ruffini
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Keim, Drury, Ruffini, Ditmer (Coach), Carpenter (Mgr.), Porosky, Schultz, Richter 
Falstick, Broadheai), Blauser, Widdoes, Staats, Upson, Stoughton, Stair, Anderson. Carver
1924 Track Team
A glance at the record of the 1924 track team reveals that Otterbein’s season 
was a successful one. The season was one of the most successful that an Otterbein 
track or any other team ever experienced. The truth of the matter is that in 1925 
track bids fair to displace baseball as the major spring sport at Otterbein.
The performance of the relay teams in the Ohio State Stadium leaves little to 
be asked of Ditmer’s proteges in the running events. The fact too, that the 
relay team broke their own record of one year’s standing is significant. Four 
other records of long standing in the fields of javelin throw, shot put, 440 dash 
and low hurdles were smashed by the Otterbein track men in the season of 1924, a 
year that will go down in Otterbein’s athletic annals as one of the best seasons 
that Tan teams have enjoyed in any realm of athletics.
Staats—In the low hurdles “Chic” always discouraged his opponents with his “flying start. 
“Start things right” was his motto, but he generally added insult to the injury of his opponents by finish­
ing things right as well.
Richter__A big man with a heavy heave was the mighty “Bozo” Richter. 1 he best testimony
to the ability of “Bozo” as a putter of the shot is that the College record is held by none other than the 
husky Richter himself.
Anderson—Although experiencing his first season in college track events, “Andy” found himself 
right at home on the cinders and in his first meet he broke the college low hurdle record.
57.........................Ohio Wesleyan.........................8o
The annual Otterbein-Ohio Wesleyan meet at Delaware turned out to be 
a real battle as compared with other seasons. Anderson was the outstanding 
star for Otterbein, carrying away ii points and walking off the field with a new 
low hurdle record for Otterbein tucked under his belt. The new record bettered 
the old one by 1/5 of a second.
I,
72........................ Kenyon_____ ______ 45
With practically a one-man team Kenyon came here expecting no great diffi­
culty, but the first three events, in which Otterbein took three firsts and two 
seconds, disillusioned them. Had it not been for Rhyback, Kenyon s star, the 
Episcopalians would hardly have been in the meet for he scored three firsts and 
a tie for first in four events that he entered. Ruffini, Stoughton and Upson were 
constant worries to Kenyon fans throughout the meet.
:I
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PoROSKY—Although a first year man in intercollegiate track “Swede” performed like a veteran, 
and his form was that of an experienced athlete. Bearing witness to this fact is the new javelin record 
that he set up in the final meet of the year at Denison with a throw of 162 ft. 3K inches.
Upson—“Uppie” is further evidence that good things come in small packages. His middle name 
was speed and his others were determination and “guts”.
Broadhead—In “Broadie” Otterbein has a man that can perform as well on the cinder track as 
he can on the ivories. As a member of the relay team that copped honors In the Ohio State Stadium 
he proved himself a man of achievement in athletics.
80^.........................Ohio Northern......................... 30^
May 10 saw Otterbein take on Ohio Northern University at Ada and although 
the track was heavy and slow, the Norsemen proved to be even less formidable 
opponents than Kenyon had been. The result was a third victory of the season 
with a decisive cutceme of tojof^in favor of the Tan tearn of Coach Ditmer.
1
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HEiii.MAN- -Even a bad ankle wasn’t enough to keep “Beeny” from showing his opponents some 
real speed. He was another member of the famous record breaking relay team of 1924 and his presence 
on that quartet is enough tribute to his track ability.
Stoughton- -“Doc” was another record breaker. His field of supremacy was in the 440 where 
he lowered the standing record by seven-tenths of a second. With “Doc” sticking around we need not 
worry about the “44*^” meet next year.
WiDDOES—In “Widder” Otterbein has another Roy Peden in the making. Hard working, con­
scientious. and determined, he is sure to show some high class pole vaulting next year.
92.................... Muskingum......................... 39
On May 24 Muskingum came to Westerville hoping to break Otterbein’s 
winning streak but much to her surprise and distress went home with the lean 
end of a 92-39 count. The United Presbyterians scored only one first place while 
Stoughton, Ruffini, Widdoes and Porosky each carried away two firsts.
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Schultz—Although no track star, “Schlltz” showed himself to be a real plugger. Three years 
in the “long runs” is far from easy work and men willing to carry on as Schultz did are worthy of com­
mendation.
Keim—Keim was a Senior who through sheer determination mastered the form ncecssary to a 
two miler and won his track letter in his final year at Otterbein.
Carpenter—Becoming manager in his Junior year “Carp” proved himself to be a dependable 
•and considerate manager and no more than that is to be expected from any team man. Carpenter’s 
efforts were tireless and ceaseless in behalf of his men.
69Denison
In the final meet of the year Otterbein lost the closest match of the season to
Denison by the slim margin of seven points. Although it was a defeat in terms 
of the final score still it was a distinct victory for Otterbein in as much as four
new records were hung up. Porosky set up a new record for the javelin throw 
while Stoughton broke the 440 record, and then to keep things going “Bozo’’
Richter smashed the shot-put record and finally to finish the job up right the 
relay team broke its own record standing since 1923.
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Ruffini, Stoughton. Beelman,. Upson
Otterbein emerged from the Ohio State University Relays with the Tan and 
Cardinal flying high above the colors of any other school in its class. Out of foi^ 
events entered, Ditmer^s proteges esme out with three victories a,hd the d3.ss B 
championship.’ This victory was achieved on April 19 and the victories spurred 
the team and other track men on to greater achievements. The more tenable 
fruits of victory were two large loving cups, two placques, four gold watches and 
numerous medals.
Otterbein in the “Big Six”
In the annual meeting of the Big Six Otterbein came out in eleventh place, 
with a total of 8^ points, of which “Bozo” Richter took three in the shot-put. 
Beside this Stoughton took fourth place in the 440, Widdoes tied for a third in the 
pole vault and Upson placed fifth in the 220 yard dash.
NEW RECORDS SET UP IN 1924
Date
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Stoughton.. 
Richter. . . .
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Record
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. .. . 52.8................
Record
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. . . . 1923. . .
■ -39' ........
. . 162' 2)4". . . ■
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Ruffini [ 
Stoughton j
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. E. Coleman 
. Richter 
. L. L. White 
H. R. Gifford 
f Beelman 
I Broadhead 
I Ruffini 
[Upson
Breden, Patrick, Brown, Mattoon, Roby, Bechtolt
1924 Tennis Squad
The 1924 tennis season turned out to be a successful one in spite of the wet 
weather that made practice impossible on the Otterbein courts. Captain Mattoon 
and ex-Captain Cornetet formed the nucleus around which the tennis teams were 
built. However, Patrick, Bechtolt, Roby and Brown developed rapidly and 
proved to be valuable men before the season grew very old. Patrick played his 
best game against Ohio Wesleyan and his best in that game was such that the 
Captaincy of the 1925 season was given him.
3 ................ Heidelberg................ ........o
On April 25 Heidelberg journeyed to Westerville to open the local tennis 
season only to return to Tiffin with a 3-0 defeat. Captain Mattoon won his first 
set 6-4 and the second 7-5 after coming from behind and trailing Heidelberg’s 
man 5-1. In the other singles Cornetet played true to his old form and won in 
straight sets of 6-4 each. After losing the first set of doubles, Patrick and Brown 
staged a brilliant come-back, winning the last two sets 7-5 and 10-8 thereby giving 
Otterbein a complete victory in the opening match of the 1924 season.
o........................Antioch.......................... 3
Otterbein’s little jaunt down to Yellow Springs the day after the Heidelberg 
meet resulted in a three to nothing count for the Co-ops.
Ohio Northern I2
Undaunted by the defeat at the hands of Antioch, Capt. Mattoon and his 
men defeated Ohio Northern here in a hard fought court battle. The tennis fans 
received thrills a-plenty when Cornetet bested Carlyle, Ohio Northern’s star, in 
two straight sets of 6-4 each.
o.........................Antioch.........................3
On May 6 Antioch again proved herself superior to Otterbein’s courtsters 
and won by the same score that was rolled up in the previous meet, but with their 
increased experience the Otterbein men forced the Yellow Springers to the limit 
every time.
3.........................Ohio Northern......................... o
Ohio Northern again proved easy picking for Mattoon and his followers 
when the two schools got together at Ada on May 16. To prove that the former 
2-1 victory over the Norsemen was no accident, Otterbein returned a 3-0 verdict 
in this contest.
2.........................Heidelberg.........................i
The day after the victory over Northern the Otterbein team traveled to 
Tiffin and took the Tri-color into camp with a 2-1 decision. This marked the 
season’s second win over the Heidelbergers.
I........................,Ohio Wesleyan.........................5
On May 21 when Ohio Wesleyan paid Westerville a visit the Fates rather 
favored her in the final tallies of the day. Wesleyan went home with a 5-1 victory 
over the Tan and Cardinal men. Patrick was the only Otterbein man to over­
come his opponent and he was able to win easily in straight sets and for his brilliant 
work in this meet was elected to lead the tennis team of 1925. In the doubles 
the count was close as Cornetet and Mattoon forced the Methodists to the limit in 
three full sets.
I.........................Ohio Wesleyan.......... .......... —.5
Two days later Otterbein repaid Wesleyan’s visit but was not able to turn 
the tide of victory, and again Otterbein went down in defeat with Patrick the 
only man who could dispose of his opponent, but he did do this and in an easy 
fashion.
o.... ....................Muskingum......................... 3
In the closing match of the 1924 season Muskingum came to Otterbein and 
left us holding the lean end of a 3-0 count. June 3 closed the season for the Tan 
and Cardinal and also closed the careers of Cornetet and Mattoon who appeared 
for the last time supporting Otterbein on the courts.
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Intramural Athletics
Soccer
The interclass championsh’p in soccer was won by the Senior team with 
little trouble. From the two rounds that were played to determine the winner, 
the Seniors emerged with a clean slate.
Interclass Basketball
By virtue of winning every game that they played, the Junior girls were 
acclaimed the winners among the co-ed teams, while their fellow class mates did 
not fare so well even though they had been picked as the winners. The fast 
Sophomore outfit laced the “twenty-sixers” in a fast game and with it won the 
interclass title.
Group and Prune League Basketball
The Annex Club team lost only one game throughout the race for the Group 
and Prune League Championship. In winning their title the Annexers had little 
trouble in disposing of the Priest Club which had emerged as the victors of the 
Prune League race.
Girls’ Group Basketball
As the Sibyl goes to press the girls’ group basketball championship is still 
undecided, with only half of the series of games played. However, judging by 
the past the outcome may be rather safely predicted. Thus far the Onyx has 
won every game played and seems to have the upper edge, while the Tomo Dachi’s 
follow a close second and the Owls third.
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Scrap Day Events
In the Scrap Day events this year little was settled as to the supremacy of 
the Freshman or Sophomore classes in physical prowess. The Frosh has little 
trouble in annexing a win in the first event, the relay, but the sack rush ended 
with a victory accounted on the opposite side of the ledger so both teams went 
into the tug of war determined that it would drag the other through the watery 
Alum.
i'f k
Both teams pulled with little advantage on either side until the rope scored 
a win by breaking and allowing both sides to sit down in the mud. ^Vhen a new 
rope was secured, both teams pulled for fifteen minutes but neither could bring 
its opponents even to the water^s edge, much less, through the creek. After 
sides were exchanged, still another fifteen minutes failed to score a win and for the 
first time in the history of the tug of war at Otterbein the event was called a tie 
and the participants in the event for all their blistered, t^rn and raw hands were 
forced to accept the other side as equals as the events of the day had determined 
no victor.
Freshman-Sophomore Football Game
Still stinging under the ineffectiveness of Scrap Day, both the Freshman and 
Sophomore teams went into their annual gridiron combat determined to come out 
on top. After a close game which kept the two teams see-sawing up and down 
the field Drexel finally took the ball over for the Freshmen in the last few minutes 
of play and scored the only points that were made throughout the game. Thus the 
Freshmen claimed the supremacy which they felt should have been theirs on Scrap 
Day.
(
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Our Patrons
To whom the 1925 Sibyl Staff is truly grateful for their generous financial 
contributions.
Frank O. Clements.........
C. B. Dickson, M.D....
Robert D. P’unkhouser...
Mrs. F. A. Z. Kumler....
W. N. Miller....................
Frederick H. Rike...........
F. M. Pottenger, M. D
John Thomas, Jr...... .
V. 0. Weidler....................
E. L. Weinland...............
Frank D. Wilsey..............
...........Dayton, Ohio
....Los Angeles, Cal.
...........Dayton, Ohio
...........Dayton, Ohio
Charleston, W. Va.
...........Dayton, Ohio
........ Monrovia, Cal.
....... Johnstown, Pa.
..........Buffalo, N. Y.
...... Columbus, Ohio
__ Montclair, N. J.
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G1 enn - Lee C oal, 
Floral and Gift 
Company
Handles only the choicest 
quality of goods. We wel­
come particular trade.
Let us gro'w your plants for 
you. We specialize in out­
door gardening and can fur­
nish the choicest plants in 
the improved varieties.
Good luck to us all!
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The Place to Buy Text Books
and
Things Every Student Needs
Such as
Fountain Pens
Leather Note Books 
Stationery 
Magazines 
Fillers
Memo Books 
Pennants 
Pillows 
Jewelry 
Art Materials 
Laundry Bags 
Bibles 
Testaments 
Novels 
Greetings
Students Are Always Welcome
AT THE
University Book Store
Established 1892
18 NORTH STATE STREET
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WILLIAMS
'Good Things ^oEai'
1924 Scholarship—Athlete Award
Harold Anderson, ’24, was awarded the 1924 
Norris and Elliott medal as being Otterbein’s 
leading scholar-athlete. “Andy” was a four 
letter man and excelled in every sport. In foot­
ball he was mentioned for All-Ohio honors, and 
in basketball he captained his team, while in 
track he broke the Otterbein high hurdle record 
in the first college track meet in which he partici- 
t ed. Similarly, in the field of mental achieve­
ment “Andy” ranked high and in recognition 
of his attainments was granted the Norris and 
Elliott medal and his name is engraved on the silver loving cup.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO
Again appreciates the liberal patronage 
of Otterbein Students and organizations 
and hopes the future may have the same 
measure of success in store for each of 
you that you have made possible for us.
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BAILEY’S PHARMACY
The Home of
Parker Fountain Pens, 
Eversharp Pencils 
and everything in 
Student Supplies
Try the Drug Store first
Bailey^s Pharmacy
"Where everybody goes”
Calendar
April, 1924
8_A flock of strange men seen on the campus. Finally recognized as greencapless 
Freshmen!!
12— Hooray for the Glee Club. They sure can sing!!
13— Hoover wins the State Peace Oratorical Contest. Otterbein in it.? We should smile- 
20—Sorta unusual to spend Easter in Westerville, but we enjoyed it.
2i_‘‘Pussyfoot”, a genuine Westerville product, lectured, and boy, maybe we ain’t proud
o’ him!!
24— Guess we’ll have to hand it to the Juniors. Clarence was quite a hit.
25— Say, we sure skinned Heidelberg in tennis!!
26— The Sophs stage a Carnival with B. B.’s Follies n’ everything!!
30— Dr. Sherrick appears in long black ear rings. Cleopatra of the 20th Century!!!!
31— There ain’t no such day.
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Compliments of the
Columbus - Mt. Vernon 
Bus Company
M. M. HORCH
Manager
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Special Invitation to Students 
of Otterbein College
We want every student in Otterbein College to come to the Rexall Drug 
Store and get acquainted not only with the store and its splendid stock of the 
things they want in their studies and for personal use, but get personally acquainted 
as we know how it is to be away from home and out of touch with the local dealers 
they have been accustomed to deal with all their lives.
The invitation to come to the Rexall Drug Store is extended to every one 
and you may be assured of a welcome as soon as you come here. Make this your 
headquarters for everything and you will find your away-from-home troubles 
simplified.
We carry'a Very large stock of School and College needs and of course the 
things you will expect to find in a drug store such as Brushes, Combs, Toilet Articles 
and Novelties, Souvenirs, Jewelry.
Look to this store for your needs. If anything is wanted and we do not have 
it in stock, we will be glad to get it for you without delay.
We trust you are finding things pleasant for you in Westerville and that you 
are progressing in your studies even to the fullest of your expectations.
Don’t fail to come in and see our stock. Learn our way of doing business. 
We want to know you personally and have you think of our store as your own 
in your home town.
Come in and make yourself known at any time
Yours very truly,
Rexall Drug Store.
CALENDAR — Continued 
May
2—Glee Club in the air,—broadcast from station WBAV. Also licked Kenyon in track. 
Hot Ziggetyl!
3_Everybody breaks his fast at Cochran Hall—that is, if they have the nerve and the 
kale to stand the May Morning Breakfast.
6—^The Sophs and Seniors step out to the banquet.
7_A certain Soph falls in the creek while walking with her gentleman friend. Oh Splash!!
Before she could be extricated the creek rose three feet!!!
9—Skinned Denison in baseball. Three cheers for “Andy” and his home run!!
10— Dr. Scott celebrates his 75th. birthday by walking to Columbus!! A dog on S. State 
St. breakfasts on the seat of his pants, too, to make the day interesting.
12— Prof. Troop gets soaked by a pan of water thrown from the third floor of the Science 
Hall by mistake.LLL^
13— 'Freshmen and Juniors feed their faces at the annual banquet.
19—Nolan R. Best speaks in chapel and a number of vest buttons break loose as we ponder 
the fact that he is an Otterbein graduate.
June
11— Commencement Day with all the accompanying tears and smiles. Seniors hate to 
leave and the rest of us glad to get rid of them.
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“It is Better to Travel Hopefully 
than to Arrive”
The spirit of the Christian College is to inspire 
hope and confidence in the heart of the individual 
student, to quicken the intellectual step, to enliven 
the ambition and to extend the period of produc­
tivity and usefulness far into old age.
Stagnation is a sign of decay and old age. It 
is likewise a cessation of the learning and acting 
processes of the human being.
“To have arrived” is to have died intellectually 
and spiritually. “To travel hopefully” is to keep 
the fountain of eternal youth flowing freely in the 
heart of man.
The purpose of Otterbein College is to keep the 
spirit of youth alive in the hearts of its students 
and alumni. An open, receptive mind, a warm 
heart and a will to work will accomplish it.
History and philosophy, language and litera­
ture, science and mathematics, music and art, 
contribute to this. The happy associations of col­
lege students with one another on the college 
campus and throughout the world contribute their 
share.
Write for catalog about courses of study, ex­
penses and other particulars regarding student life.
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Students’ Headquarters for Eats
We appreciate the patronage of 
Otterbein Students
Cottage Restaurant
J. C. ROACH, Prop.
CALENDAR — Continued 
September
17—Enrollment begins amid frantic embracing. Enrollment totals 49°-
20—The Frosh and Sophs tie in the honors of Scrap Day, and everybody gets mixed as
usual at the Mixer. .
27—Dr. E. L. Shuey, President of the Board of Trustees, dies at his home m Dayton.
October
7—Darkness after supper begins to make after supper dates interesting. 
13—^The Freshmen have a wild “push” and hay ride party.
Bascom Bros. J. W. Markley
Eleventh and High
COLUMBUS. OHIO Fire Insurance
Makers of Social Group Jeweled Real Estate — Loans
PINS and Rentals
----- for
Alps Talisman
Annex Phoenix Markley Block Westerville, Ohio
_____________ _ _______________________
Sphinx
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Pride of
Miami Valley
' 1 'he cover tor
X. this annual 
was created by
The DAVID J. 
MOLLOY CO.
2857 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Creamery
Butter
XKE?
OSvry Molloy Mod*Cover bcQTt ihit
Manufactured by
trade mark on the bock lid- Westerville Creamery 
Company
Westerville - Prospect 
Covington
J. D. Edwards
for
Pasteurized
Mj^lk
It's Safe!
Darn Bill!
Bill couldn’t find 
Nuthin else to do 
So he went 
To class t’ other day 
An the Prof wuz givin’ 
Some statistics about 
Otterbein College an’
Ast Bill if he knew 
The full name of the Guy 
After whom the 
Old Skule wuz 
Named, An’
Bill pipes up that he 
Ain’t quite sure but 
He thought that the 
Gink’s name wuz 
“Yea Otterbein’’!!
Darn Bill!!!!
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THE CELLAR LUMBER COMPANY
Building Material and Coal
Phone Number 5
College Avenue and C. A. & C. Railroad
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
GARDEN THEATRE
Select Pictures for you 
from
Entire Film Production World 
This assures you Unusual Entertainment—Always
CALENDAR — Continued
15— Sophs follow the example of the Frosh and adjourn to Sleepy Hollow.
16— Juniors and Seniors take lessons from both and stay at home, as the usually peaceful 
Otterbein atmosphere is rent in twain by intelligence tests.. !.NX!
18— Varsity socks Hiram 18-0 in a perfect football game!!!!!
19— ^The whole Dorm met the train at 2:30 A. M. and welcomed home the heroes whom 
McGuire and Henry fed later.
25— “Bozo” worrying about “What has become of Hinky Dinky Parlez-vous.^
26— Usual weekly visit of A1 Mattoon.
H. P. SAMMONS & CO.
The Furnishings you need at 
Prices you can pay
11 West College Ave. 
Telephone 11
<
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The “HANCE LINE” Includes
White Base Vending Machines 
Paraware and Den Lamps 
Advertising Novelties 
Printed Gummed Tape and Sealers
See us about excellent openings in our sales organization
THE HANCE MANUFACTURING CO.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
/ Appreciate Student Patronage
FARNLACHER
JEWELER
Westerville, - Ohio
ybr Economical Transportation
CHEVROLET
r
The Touring Car . - - $525.
Roadster - - - - $525.
Coupe - - - . - $715.
Coach - - - ■ - , - $735.
Sedan - . $825.
Chassis . . . . $425.
Truck Chasis - - $550.
All Prices F. O. B. Factory
Farber Motor 
Sales Co.
Westerville, Ohio
Darn Bill!
Bill got to talkin’
With the College orator 
About what they wuz goin’ 
To do w’en they got outta 
School, an’ Hoover sez he 
Wuz gonna be a orator an’ 
Move great throngs of people 
An’ Bill ansers as how 
He thought he’d like 
To move big crowds 
Of people too 
So he gesst he’d 
Be a Street Car 
Motorman!!
Darn Bill!!!!!
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Herff - Jones Company
Designers and Manufacturers of
School and Fraternity Jewelry
INDIANAPOLIS 
Jewelers to Otterbein College
CALENDAR — Continued
27- —^Upson suspected of wearing moustache. All lab microscopes busy, so report cannot
be verified.
28— “Boz” still worryin’.
November
4—Both Democrats in school voted for Davis. Coolidge wins!!
6—Hurshes delight football squad with huge turkey dinner.
8 Home Comers Home Came!!! Usual merriment but unusually much of it.
14 Howlers help trounce Muskingum 20-13 season’s real thriller.
Rhodes Meat 
"S’ Market
for Clubs Compliments
or Feeds
W. College Ave. Westerville, O*
Kilgore
Manufacturing
CompanyBest wishes for the class of 1925
E. J. Norris WESTERVILLE,
& Son
OHIO
Shoes and Furnishings
Westerville, Ohio
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FOR ALL THINGS GOOD
TO EAT
SEE
Wilson, The Grocer
1 South State Street
The Students’ Shop
Shoes
Clothing
Haberdashery
J. C. Freeman & Co.
Westerville, O. 22 N. State St.
S. W. Schott 
Garage
Michelin Tires & Tubes 
Accessories & Supplies 
Repairing a Specialty
1 3 E. College Avenue 
Westerville, Ohio
Quality Counts
Give us a Trial
J. H. Mayne
Acme Laundry & Dry 
Cleaning Co.
12 W. College Phone 86-J
CALENDAR — Continued
IS C. R. Busch makes dunces of us all in hypnotic exhibition.
22—Howlers take memorable trip to St. X.
24 Horace Troop endeavors to kick the bucket but steps in it instead!! 
25—The Frosh trim the Sophs in football 6-0.
December
II Frosh win from the Sophs again in debate, winning 3-0.
16 Richter elected football captain for, 1925 so quit worrying.
17— Earl Hoover wins Oratorical Contest.
18— Merry Christmas to you!!!!
Wilkin & Sons
Hardware Sporting Goods 
Paints & Oils 
Household Supplies 
38-40 N. State Street 
Westerville, Ohio
Finest Grade of Hosiery at 
Reasonable Prices
Radiant Hosiery Co.
Reading, Pa,
Phillip C. Luh
Westerville Agent
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The
Westerville Farmers 
Exchange Co.
Manufacturers of
WESTERVILLE FLOUR
On Sale at All Grocers
ULRY & SPOHN
for your
Summer Wardrobe
Yard Goods, Hosiery, Sweaters, Under­
wear and Notions
ULRY & SPOHN
31 North State St. Westerville. Ohio
Come to the
Blendon Hotel 
Restaurant
for the
Best Pies in Town
Established 1898
The Up-to-Date Pharmacy
HITTER & UTLEY, Props.
Drugs and Optical Goods
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies. Special 
attention given to Developing and En­
largements
Your Eyes examined free and fitted cor­
rectly by a Registered Optometrist
44 N. State St. Westerville, 0.
CALENDAR — Continued
January
lo—The Alumni basketball men get bumped by the Varsity 39-36.
14—Choir holds annual feed. Nobody absent.
19—Frances Fanning cops first prize in Declamation Contest.
30—A motley gang takes time out from exams to enjoy a sleigh ride and chicken supper 
at Grace Chapel.
February
3—Varsity “O” Minstrel goes over with a bang!!
To use Sterling Mazda ONCE TRY! ALWAYS BUY 1
Lamps is wise Anything you want at
More Light 
for Taylor & Kinsell
Less Money - - -Fancy- - -
Walker & Hanover Groceries and Meats
WESTERVILLE, OHIO QUALITY SERVICE
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WHERE?
You Can Get It at the
Variety Store
Reasonable, Too
Cor. State and College Westerville, O.
Let ''Jim Vaughn’
Cut Your Meat
J. F. Nye
24 N. State Street Westerville, Ohio
Office Hours Phone 370-W
9 to 11, a. m.
1 to 6 p. m.
DR. PAUL G. MAYNE
DENTIST
11M W. College Ave.
Sammons Building Westerville, Ohio
CALENDAR — Continued 
4—Dr. I ra Landrith speaks in Chapel.
12, 13 The Junior Class distinguishes itself in the performance of “Tweedles.”
16 Wild antics being pulled by various initiates. And to think we acted like that our­
selves once!!
17—Herb Seamans holds helpful conference on the campus.
20—State Oratorical Contest held here and Hoover takes second place.
21 Won from A\estern Reserve in basketball 40*39 overtime game. Serenaders rouse 
dorms by howling the score.
Coals that Satisfy Day’sFuel Wood — Hardwood Lumber
The Dry Goods and Notions
H. L. Bennett Co. 20 North State Street
64 N, State St. Westerville, Ohio Westerville, Ohio
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For Banquet and 
Commencement Flowers
Call
Denman Floral 
Shoppe
Westerville, Ohio
Dry Goods—Notions 
Hosiery
Your patronage solicited 
and always appreciated
HUHN’S
3 N. State St. Westerville, 0
For Hemstitching and 
Pecoting
Call on
Mrs. Taylor
52 W. Main St. Phone 404^
Westerville, Ohio
The American 
Issue Publishing 
Company
Westerville, Ohio
CALENDAR-—Continued
26—The Affirmative Debate team wins first meet of the year at Capital.
March
13—Negative team licks Hiram.
17— Affirmative repeats in knocking off Wittenberg.
18— Senior Recognition Day—hardly recognized them!!.?*
Seniors slung wicked party in the dark!
20—Sunday School Class party holds forth in Dorm.
Glee Club adjourns to Rittman and Akron.
The Home Portrait 
Studio
38)4 N. State St. Phone 383 
Westerville, Ohio
Miss W. B. McCahan 
Miss G. L. Neiberger
LEVI STUMP
Barber
37 N. State St. Westerville, Ohio
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The Ohio
Home Laundry Co.
“Your Local Soft
Water Plant”
R. N. Chapman
Gen. Mgr.
Phone 465-J Westerville, Ohio
1. C. Robinson
Groceries & Meats
A Good Place To Trade
Phone 65
Westerville, Ohio
The Diehl Office 
Equipment Co.
Stationery & Office Supplies 
College Memory and
Graduation Books 
Complete Dennison Dept.
43 E. Gay Street
Columbus, Ohio
Quality Goods Only
Westerville
Bakery
10 E. Main Street
Westerville, 0.
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE FOR 1925
The 1925 Scholar-Athlete award given each year by the
Norris and Elliot Co., was won by Abel Ruffini. Ruffini is a 
three sport man, having played end on the football team, 
played baseball and served as Otterbein’s track star supreme. “Ruff” captained the 1925 track team and in every contest 
won his full share of points. Beside his athletic activity, Ruffini has assisted in the department of chemistry and main­
tained a high standard of scholarship throughout his course.
H. 0. Weaston
Tinning, Roofing of all Kinds 
and Furnace Repairing
22 W. Main St. Phone 19
Westerville, Ohio
Meats of All Kinds
Also Groceries 
at
Wolf’s
Phone 92
Westerville, Ohio
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INSURANCE ON 
YOUR PRINTING
You plan a piece of printing to obtain a 
a certain effect. You have a mental picture 
of just what you want.
You turn it over to a printer and await
results.
What you get depends entirely upon the 
skill and experience of the printer you deal 
with—not upon his promises or protestations.
For printing is not a standarized product. 
Each job differs from others in kind, size, 
style, quantity or purpose.
Your only guarantee against dissappoint- 
ment on the finished work is the reputation 
of the printer you give it to.
We invite you to seek printing insurance
of this sort at our shop.
The Champlin Printing Co.
4th and Gay Streets 
Columbus, Ohio
2r^:
'H'
M
“Jalin and Ollier Again”
The largest personal service school annual engraving house in America. More than twenty years of successful experi­ence in Year Book designing and engraving. Three hundred 
craftsmen, specially skilled in Annual production. Over 40,000 
square feet of operating space in our own fireproof building. 
A specially organized system of production that insures indi­
vidual attention to each Annual, efficient manufacture, and 
on-time delivery. The personal co-operation of a creative and 
research service department with a reputation.
‘»L Engraved
JAHN & OLLIER ENGRAVING CO.
Photographers, Artists, and Makers of 
Fine Printing PlatesforBlack or Qo/ors
817 Washington Boulevani-7%/cflflo
“(COR.OREEN ST.) ^
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